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I was recently watching a new interview with 92-year-old Noam Chomsky, a figure of
general worship among leftist academics, and I began reminiscing about the first time I
read the book ‘Manufacturing Consent’. Though I have never agreed with Chomsky’s
politics I have always appreciated his analysis on the methods the establishment uses
to control mass psychology and silence popular discourse. I have long felt that this was
an area where the political left and conservatives might intersect in our views and find
common ground. This is why I felt an extra dose of disappointment when I witnessed
Chomsky go off the deep end this week and suggest that people who refuse to
comply with vaccine mandates need to be ostracized from society.

Chomsky compared people who don’t comply with the vaccines to people who
don’t comply with traffic lights, suggesting we pose an imminent danger to others
and that we should be removed. When asked how unvaxxed people forced out of the
economy could be fed (how would they survive), he asserted “that is their problem.”
Chomsky does not explicitly say that force should be used to eliminate the unvaxxed
from social participation, he merely insinuates that “actions” might be required to get
the desired effect.

I was around 20 years of age back in 2001 when I first read Manufacturing Consent. I
was young and not fully aware at the time of a basic function of the political left and
socialism that is vital to understand: Many people claim there is a “spectrum” of political
beliefs on the left and that there are those that support socialism or centralization while
also supporting freedom, but this is simply not so. At the core of their ideology freedom
has no home, and when pressed on where they truly stand every socialist WILL
eventually support tyranny as a means to achieve their Utopian vision of society.

Chomsky has long claimed himself to be a “libertarian socialist.” In the past I have
found that a classic misdirection of covertly authoritarian people is to tack the
“libertarian” label onto whatever they believe in. Con-men like Chomsky figure that most
normies don’t actually know what libertarianism is, but they’ll assume it means that you
“support liberty.” It’s a calculated abuse of the ideology designed to mask the
collectivist’s true intentions.

I don’t even know that I personally fit into the libertarian framework, but I do hold some
of its basic tenets as fundamental.

A key pillar of libertarianism is the Non-Aggression Principle – A foundational rule for
society that says the use of force or coercion to impose one’s beliefs or ideology on
others is wrong, and the use of force in general is wrong unless it is in defense of
yourself or the lives of others. The problem with socialists and collectivists is that
they ALWAYS find a way to claim that their brand of force is somehow in defense
of the lives of others. That is to say, the “greater good” is the go-to excuse for all
modern totalitarians.

Chomsky will claim that his hard-line stance against unvaccinated people is
predicated on saving lives, and that’s the great swindle. When science and logic is
applied, we see that the vax mandates have nothing to do with protecting the lives or
safety of the public. That said, those same mandates are very effective in elevating the
socialist goal of total centralization. How convenient…

Chomsky’s bias is evident in the lack of rational thought he puts forward. In fact,
Chomsky never addresses the basic contradictions inherent in his claim that traffic laws
and vaccine mandates are the same.

Firstly, covid mandates are NOT laws; they are dictates that have never been voted on
by a single legislature nor the American people. This means mandates are meaningless
in a legal sense. At least with new traffic laws the voters or legislators get some say in
potential changes. The vaccine mandates are purely totalitarian in nature and
completely circumvent all constitutional checks and balances.

Imagine if one day Biden assumed defacto control over all traffic rules, and then claimed
the authority to deny all people who run red lights access to the majority of jobs and the
overall economy? That would be absurd, right? Well, that’s exactly what Biden and his
globalist handlers are doing with the covid mandates.

Secondly, obeying a traffic light is not the same as allowing yourself to be injected with
a barely tested experimental mRNA cocktail – a “vaccine” which numerous health and
virology professionals have warned could have potentially damaging side effects
including autoimmune disorders, blood clots and infertility. Traffic lights have been in
existence for decades; we know a red light is not going to harm our health. The covid
vaccines have been in existence for about a year and have no long term testing (that
has ever been released to the public) to back their safety.

All vaccines in common usage today were tested for at least 10 to 15 years before being
released for use on the wider population. The covid vaccines were slapped together at
“warp speed”, at least according the official story. Who are the guinea pigs for these
mRNA jabs? The entire human population. Every person in the country is now
considered a guinea pig.

We have no idea what the implications of this unprecedented experiment will be in the
next few years.

Chomsky’s comparisons are obviously ridiculous and it’s frustrating that I’m required to
point this out.  One would think that the co-author of ‘Manufacturing Consent’ would be
able to easily discern the massive differences in terms of violating public freedom. But,
for some reason he can’t seem to grasp the foolishness at the heart of his debate. Or,
he is being deliberately ignorant because he thinks, like many globalists, that there is
something to be gained in going along with the farce…

The “greater good” theory is meant to either appeal-to or silence conservatives
and libertarians that oppose the vaccines on the grounds of the non-aggression
principle. Covid mandates rely on the claim that the unvaccinated are an integral
danger to society as a whole, and thus force is justified. Now, I have been asking this
question over and over again for the past year to any vax fanatic I run across, and not a
single person has come up with a valid counter-argument:

If the vaccines work, then how are unvaccinated people a threat to vaccinated
people? If the vaccines don’t work, then why take them in the first place and why
mandate them?

What does Chomsky think the average death rate of covid actually is? Is he aware that
according to dozens of peer reviewed studies the median Infection Fatality Rate (IFR) of
covid is only 0.27%? Who exactly are the unvaxxed a threat to? Less than 1% of the
population? And if we are actually a threat to these people, then maybe THEY should
take the vaccines, if they think the vaccines truly work.

What about the fact that vaccinated people still transmit the disease to others,
according the the CDC narrative?

Furthermore, new studies from countries with very high rates of vaccination have shown
that natural immunity formed by people who have already had covid (like I have) is
superior in protection against future contraction or transmission of the covid virus.
Natural immunity is up to 27 times more effective than the vaccines. It trumps the jab to
an epic degree.

And what about all those breakthrough cases and deaths of fully vaccinated
people? Chomsky must be ignoring those as well. Nearly 60% of all people hospitalized
in Israel are fully vaccinated; 56% of all covid deaths from April to October in
Ireland were people who received at least one vaccination. Who caused that? Unvaxxed
people most of whom have superior natural immunity? Or, vaccinated people with low
comparative immunity and the ability to transmit the disease?

Maybe Chomsky just isn’t educated on the science, or maybe he doesn’t care.
Either way, his mentality is destructive and typical of socialists and leftists.

I am reminded of a radio show I did many years ago out of the UK which presented itself
as a kind of liberty forum. As it turned out, the host was a socialist with some tourism
into libertarianism and he was anxious for a debate. I was a little annoyed with the
ambush on the merits of socialism but my position on it is simple enough that anyone
should be able to understand it:

If a group of people want to form a community or collective based on socialist values
then they should be allowed to do so in peace, as long as all participation is voluntary
and they don’t try to harm anyone in the process.

At first the show host appeared to agree with this idea, but his support of personal
freedom proved superficial as the debate went on. His argument was “What about all
the people in society that need our help, such as those that are in poverty or are
disabled? Don’t we need a centralized system in place to manage these kinds of
problems?”

My response: “By all means, go and help those people if you want to help them.
Just don’t try to force me to do it. I might want to help them too, but I will do it in
my way, not yours.”

And here is where every single socialist shows their true authoritarian colors – The host
then argued that while I might be a good and charitable person the majority of people, in
his mind, are not. And so, we must all be forced by government to contribute to society
in the manner “society” has deemed appropriate.

There you have it. Like Chomsky, this socialist was appealing to the greater good as a
tool to impose HIS ideological vision onto everyone else; not to protect the lives and
freedoms of individuals, which is the ONLY purview of government, but to make people
participate in the way HE thinks they should participate. People must be forced to
uphold social standards, and the social standards are coincidentally defined by the very
people that benefit most from collectivism.

At no point do socialists and leftists ever suggest that more individual freedom
might be the best option for elevating the greater good. Their solutions always
involve progressively less freedom for the individual and more power for the
government, the same government which they expect to control.

To be clear, I’m not talking about silly notions of anarchy, just constitutional protections
for inherent freedoms. The political left only seeks to erode the liberties codified in the
Bill of Rights, and no matter where they are on the leftist spectrum they all end up at the
same terrible draconian place given the right circumstances.

This is evident as the vax mandates spread around the world, with nations and states
run by leftists now mired in oppression.  The facts are undeniable – Blue states are
enslaved, red states are free.  Leftists support tyranny, conservatives support
freedom.  Millions of people are trying to escape blue states; almost no one wants
to relocate to one. 

Even Noam Chomsky, a supposed anti-establishment champion, reverts to little more
than a decrepit dictator rationalizing mass starvation when the opportunity to enforce
vaccine mandates arises. Maybe he is feeling his mortality along with his age and fear of
covid has overwhelmed his senses. I doubt it. I suspect the promise of collective power
is so intoxicating to all socialists that their masks and costumes fall away and their true
character emerges whether they want it to or not.

There is not a single shred of scientific evidence to support the forced vaccination
argument. There is not a single shred of proof to support the claim that an unvaxxed
person is a threat to the safety of anyone else. I’ll say it again – Mandates are not laws,
and even if they were they would be unconstitutional laws. There is nothing legal,
rational, scientific or moral compelling me to submit to an experimental vaccine.
Chomsky and his ilk have no leg to stand on.

So, we are at an impasse. They want power over us, and we will not give it to
them. Therefore, the law of the jungle takes over. The bottom line is this:

I will not comply with your illegitimate mandates. IT-WILL-NEVER-HAPPEN. And if you
think you can use leverage to force me to comply, threatening me with poverty and
death through economic discrimination, then I will view your actions for what they are –
An attack on my freedoms and my life. I will therefore respond in kind and eliminate the
threat by any means necessary, and, I will be justified in doing so, constitutionally,
rationally, scientifically and morally.

Covid cultists like Chomsky, most of them leftists and socialists, should keep this
in mind as they continue down this path. They think that the greater good is on
their side but this is a fantasy driven by their own hunger for dominance. The
question you need to ask yourselves is this: Do you really think your desire to force the
mandates and your political ideology on me is greater than my will to stop you and
remain free? Are you ready to risk death to impose the vax mandates? Because I am
ready to risk death to end them.

*  *  *

If you would like to support the work that Alt-Market does while also receiving content
on advanced tactics for defeating the globalist agenda, subscribe to our exclusive
newsletter The Wild Bunch Dispatch.  Learn more about it HERE.
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13 years ago some crazy chick I was porking introduced me to Chomsky. I
took a day or two to look into him and got back with her. I told her he came
off as a commie idiot IMO. She was not happy to hear that and came back
with "well he's widely considered one of the smartest people in the world." I
told her I did not see anything smart about this man. Then I made fun of her
for having multiple abortions and we never spoke again :)
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A man only a woman with multiple abortions would consider smart. 
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a communist by any other name is still a communist no matter how
prolific. 
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Socialist.
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wow Noam... You came to that conclusion all by yourself?
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Chomsky was quite the intellectual back in the day. Many of
us are disappointed that he has left the preservation and
now advocates for mass eugenics. He was always a climate
alarmist, and like all climate alarmists, the
means (euthanizing billions of little people) justifies the
end (control freak Utopia for the 1%).

Next they'll be telling us Ralph Nader is pro injection.
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he pretends like he isn't but he's a zionist.  claimed the war
against iraq was about oil.  you want manufactured
consensus try the (((mockingbird state media))) on 9-11.
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The communist pigs ALWAYS turn to intelligence as to why
we should like them.

 

Yes, I know he's a communist POS, but he is one of the
most intelligent people you will ever meet - I mean, he's
even a Rhodes Scholar ( cecil rhodes the limey pedo ).

 

Chomsky is communist filth and looks like crap -
adrenochrome supplies cut off. Rot in he77 chomsky.
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@Roaceforque - what I always find interesting/funny about
the eugenics crowd is that they think they’re one of the few
that should continue to exist. Like if you believe the world
will end via climate change and we need less people, go
ahead and eliminate yourself to support your cause, but
they never do. It’s always someone else that must pay that
price. They’re too important in their minds I guess. 
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"At the core of their ideology freedom has no home, and
when pressed on where they truly stand every socialist
WILL eventually support tyranny as a means to achieve
their Utopian vision of society."

Bullseye. At their core, in their heart-of hearts, they are all
totalitarian extremists. They are thinly disguised and, at
best, delude themselves into thinking they support freedom.
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All I can ever think of when I hear his name is Cookie
Monster:

 

NOAM, NOAM, NOAM, NOAM, NOAM, COOKIE!
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Socialist, communist, authoritarian, fascist and crony
crapitalist are all synonyms for government control over
individual freedoms, especially freedom in commerce where
the big money is  

Nice to see a pundit, Brandon Smith, who actually knows what
libertarianism is, and calls out the false self labeling the
authoritarians use calling themselves "libertarian" in a
unethical desire to fool their followers that they believe in
freedom.  They freedom they believe in, is in the freedom of
government to take all your stuff, and force you to do what
they want you to do. 
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All true. Next to impossible to reason with anyone who
supports this 
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CHINA HIGH YIELD - WE HAVE A
PULSE

Source: Refinitiv

China high yield corporate ETF, KHYB, is
putting in the biggest squeeze higher
since Evergrande hit the world.
Sure, from extremely depressed levels,…
but a bounce is a bounce.
We stick to our KHYB logic outlined
earlier this week when we wrote:
"Could it be time to "bargain" hunt some
China high yield?".
There is more room to squeeze in order
to catch up to the HK property index.
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Worse, a khazar whose entire identity is a lie! A lie!
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Chomsky is a CIA operative, controlled opposition. On things that
really matter, you will see his true colors.
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such as 911.  He stands by the story that airliners took down
those buildings and has nothing to say at all about building 7
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so fing true.
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Building 5 and 6 told the story: buildings totally hollowed
out, with bits of paper, untouched, swirling around inside the
giant cavern.

7 was just the kick for the sleepy..
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Chomsky = Alien subversive
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#NoamChumpsky

#Hoaxing4Dollars

#ThreateningBenevolence
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Sad but true. Best we can do is to keep calling them out on
their lies and be prepared to defend ourselves like Mr. Smith
says
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Aryan Rand had a few abortions.
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Friends in the Detroit Police Department pointed out that abortion
has been the most effective crime fighting weapon in that city and
prevented many murders and carjackings. 
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(((Aryan Rand))) is an interesting and, it seems, predictive
concept.
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That story is the romantic comedy of our times. 
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Somebody sign Hugh Grant up after this is optioned for a movie.
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He's nothing more than a cunning linguist.
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The second coming of the cunning linguists.
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what's the difference between a  clever midget and an std?

one is a cunning runt...
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you may need to modify that std (what of the running, or
stoppered, dicks?).
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😊

ohm

The second coming of the cunning linguists
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Smart move ditching Alyssa Milano. 
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You sound like a real charmer. I can see why she aborted your baby,

ohm

I told her I did not see anything smart about this man. Then I
made fun of her for having multiple abortions and we never
spoke again :)
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The white knight rides in on his ass.....

Did he say his baby was aborted ? 

Save your moral pontifications for the child killer..  

😒
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Yes, although I wish I could afford a better ride than you.

ohm

The white knight rides in on his ass.....
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No.. you are !! 

🙄😂

Why would you defend a child killer ? 
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some male not using contraception helps conceive every
aborted fetus.
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Jeff, I don't dispute that... but green2delta never said he
was a daddy... Mr. Ω just assumed that & attacked him.. 

🙄
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I'm not particularly interested in abortion one way or another but I
can abort you if you wish?
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Ohm turns his gaze toward the baby killer, grabs his fedora and hat
tips while saying “ma’ lady”

fkn loser
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what a wimp...you sound like a young leftist woman and that's most
likely what you are. 
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Hell, I had the exact same experience with Chomsky and a leftist
college woman in the 80s.  I went to two of his lectures, and found the
guy full of rage, nor I could I make heads or tails of his interwoven
conspiracy theories.    Thank God for easy leftist women though.
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Lib girls are very easy one nighters - but they are all doomed to turn
into totally insane crazy cat ladies by age 35. 
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Jordan Peterson is the smartest man currently alive. Noam Chomsky is
a burned out hippie commie who was disproven time and again. Long
live Jordan Peterson...I was surprised to discover that Noam was still
alive...that's how relevant he is.
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Certainly one of the most mentally unstable currently alive. 

https://nationalpost.com/news/things-are-not-good-right-now-
jordan-peterson-battling-covid-19-u-k-paper-reports

All psychologists and psychiatrists are quacks.

ohm

Jordan Peterson is the smartest man currently alive.
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He wasn't smart enough to know that Benzodiazepin is highly
additive. Funny that for a clinical psychologist.
I like a lot of his wisdom but don't fool yourself about him. He is far
from perfect. 
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Eh.... Peterson suffers from the "I wanna be in both camps" malady.
Wanted to be hailed as a leading acedemic, but also wants to be
relevant and loved by people who understand truth. You can't do
both, as he found out the hard way.
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"I made fun of her for having multiple abortions and we never spoke
again :)"

 

Funny you say that, when reading comments sections of mainstream
news Sites, tech sites, auto sites etc it would appear the jabbed want
all the unjabbed to die. They can post, I wish they just died and not get
censored. Seems like wishing death on others or the unborn is a good
thing in their eyes.
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They certainly harbor that particular element of contradiction. If
they're so strongly for saving lives, why not these very young ones?
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Well, I'm not a believer in Karma, but the injected are going to get it
in the near future.

If ya need me, I'll be the one in the background sipping good wisky
and eating popcorn, laughing.
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if wisky why not laffing?
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Chomsky is a filthy 'shoe'.  Nuff said?
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The modern day cerebral black hole of academic philosophy. It never
really goes anywhere.

It's like a hamster wheel for the brain. Always learning but never
gaining accurate knowledge.
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He's smart.  

Lying, propaganda smart.

Mister E
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I hope you got an STD test afterwards. At least you didn't marry her.

Cathal
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Smart man.   Women who have had abortions are low life commies.  
Take out the trash!

endh1b
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Alex Jones had him on his show years ago.

Took about 5 minutes for Jones to tear Noam’s curtain away…

Funny interview if you can still find it. 

Two Theives and a Liar
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Chomsky looks like my toilet brush.

Sigh.
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Little chunks of shit in his hair to boot.

Philo Beddoe
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the end result of the left is always the same shabby mess. 

Four chan
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Looks like he tried to channel Einstein but failed.

.o0o.
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He's channeling death.  Between clinton,  soros and choomer,
I see a lot of dancing in my near future.

tenpanhandle
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Chomsky is just an old man afraid to die. Nothing more. Good
riddance.

Edited - once one reads the gospels the message is pretty simple. Pull
your weight and don’t be ccunnt. Guys like Chomsky could never pull
their weight.

Toonces McGraw
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The confluence of things, bitcoin, e-tags, forced vax, mandates,
electronic scanning, the gist of banning the unvaxxed, etc makes
me think Revelations is the book to re-read, not necessarily the
gospels.  Too many things are coming together at the same time.

It's damned eerie.

OlderOldPhart
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Leftist can't pull their weight, that's why they love communism, the
workers and state feeds them.

Dor358
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Leftists largely are the losers of society, the stupid, the fat, the
ugly, the socially awkward, the godless, the mentally damaged,
the effeminate males, the masculine females that no normal
person would ever want a relationship with. Their only hope is to
band together in numbers because individually they are pathetic,
sad and undesired. They must punish the others who are their
opposite through centralized control as it’s their only way to
compete on the playing field. They’re morally defective. 

HolyGrail20
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Aqualung.

BigJimSportCamper
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Noam Chomsky is more overrated than Fauci. And a much bigger fraud. His
entire life has amounted to nothing (he was entirely wrong about linguistics
and his theories have been blown to bits) and now he wants to starve and
ostracize people who will not get vaccinated? Too bad a few select
europeans didn't put him on a train and give him a shower before he
emigrated as he is one of their own.

ismellmyhand
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Is he willing to pick up a rifle and do the work of enforcing his tyranny
on the purebloods?

No?  Color me Jack's lack of surprise

Omni Consumer Product
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He is the Barbara Streisand of philosophers. 

Philo Beddoe
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Who else has an entire effect named after them?

brunski60
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He's a shallow phony.  There's nothing to the man except his
facile chewery.

Liosnagcat
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He's decent on respecting/valuing the lives of Palestinians and
being antiwar, but this most recent utterance hurt my opinion
of him significantly. Good to hear that Aaron Rodgers is
unvaxxed, though.

eatapeach
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In 1917 Imperial Russia would Chomsky have been a member of the
Bolsheviks, Mensheviks, Socialist Revolutionary Party or the Workers’
and Peasants’ Red Army? Would it have made a material difference to
the millions slaughtered under the eventual Totalitarian government? In
any case, he would have eventually been purged and perhaps
sentenced to, “Ten years without rights of communications*.” 

*a bullet in the back of the neck in the basement of the local vCheka /
KGB / NKVD office. Those Marxists are always so playful with their
definitions! 

gregga777
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The Cheka! He would have been a Chekist.

Looking for examples or Red Terror.

North Dakota Rugbyl
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Chomsky’s favorite kind of regimes operate on the arbitrariness
of terror. Example:

Before World War 2, probably around the time of the Moscow
show trials (late-1930’s). Stalin received a list of Stalingrad
residents to be purged (arrested, tried and either shot or sent to
the Gulag Archipelago). He looked at the list and scrawled on it,
“Not enough names.” The list was sent back to the Stalingrad
Party Boss (Stalingrad’s ‘mayor’). In Stalingrad they were too
terrified to ask Moscow for instructions. So, they got out the
Stalingrad telephone directory and padded the list with lots of
extra names. Presumably those additional people were arrested,
tried* and either shot or if they were lucky sent to the Gulag
where they were probably worked to death. 

*the verdicts at trial were almost always guilty. 

gregga777
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Most of the people on zh know way more about history than I
do, but from what I’ve read, I think the ones that got shot may
have been the lucky ones. Unless they had family that made it
through. That’d be the only thing worth living for.

DocHollandaise
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Public intellectuals typically act in service to the state in some
manner. Otherwise they wouldn't receive the acclaim of the
newspapers, the advances from the publishers, and other like
support that makes them a public intellectual. 

Leroy Whitby
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Anyone who is a threat to the Deep State winds up being
assassinated like JFK and  RFK or imprisoned and tortured like
Julian Assange or exiled like Snowden. Heck, look at how many
the Deep State HAG (Hillary Assassination Group) has offed from
Vince Foster to Seth Richards.

ohm

Public intellectuals typically act in service to the state in
some manner. Otherwise they wouldn't receive the
acclaim
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Chomsky is a huge fraud, but for reasons you haven't cited.  His
biggest accomplishment was steering subsequent generations of the
public away from the largest crimes of the 20th century.  There's a
reason his narrative of propaganda research starts with Bernnays
instead of "poison" Ivy Lee. 

Ivy Lee was Rockefeller's main underboss and was actually busted for
committing absolutely incredible crimes by the committee of un-
american activities. Ivy Lee literally ties every racketeering campaign of
the early 20th century together.   Ivy Lee invented the press release. 
 Ivy Lee was an inaugural member of the  CFR.  Ivy Lee founded the
Petroleum Institute.  He was culpable in the Boshevik Revolution.  He
was behind Hitler's propaganda and rise to power.  There's a lot more
to Ivy Lee and you should dig deep into his deeds if you're serious
about how capitalism has evolved for the worse.  

Chomsky has been largely successful in convincing a small subgroup
of competent and sophisticated people that they're smarter than the
rest of the public. He's also been successful in manipulating them into
thinking that they're better off keeping their mouth shut and going
along with things, because the general public just doesn't understand
and never will.  This is his legacy.  Fuck Chomsky. 

There's a guy that was huge in 20th century intelligence and is largely
behind Chomsky.  If I get enough time together, I'm going to share
some of his work with you guys.  Look out for it.  It's amazing and will
expose Chomsky for the naked con that he is.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivy_Lee

Plus Size Model
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that, and check out miles mathis on chimpsky.

putaipan
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I just skimmed over the Miles Mathis article on Chumpsky.  The
intelligence guy I want to name drop is even higher up than
everyone else Mathis cited and another Rockefeller spook. 
Mathis didn't even mention his name, but he did mention some of
his OSS connections.  Ha!

Plus Size Model
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OT but there actually was a research chimpanzee named “ Nim
Chimpsky” 

Two Theives and a Liar
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Not even close. Fauci killed millions with AZT and did experiments on
healthy orphans. Now he is killing millions with vaccines.

 

At least at one time, Chomsky was able to argue effectively against the
Vietnam and other wars. Now he is just a scared, senile old man with
no power and can be easily ignored.  There has never been a time
when Fauci wasn’t a sociopathic liar and murderer and he still has the
power and is using that power to maim and murder people to this day.
When it comes to fraud and evil, Fauci wins hands down.

ohm

Noam Chomsky is more overrated than Fauci. And a much
bigger fraud.
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The vaccines are a massive international IQ test and the sad thing is
that humanity is failing the test in droves either through stupidity or
coercion.

Chomsky is utterly past whatever intellect he had, and his sorry ass
won't even be around to witness the full failure of the governments
and their vaccination mandates.

Peter Pan
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The thing is....We all KNOW...that if Trump was still the POTUS (and
pushing the vaxx)....their position on the vaxx would be
COMPLETELY the opposite!

The amazing thing is (just like any other cult) these folks (including
Chomsky) don't see this.....and of course NO ONE would dare to
challenge them with this question!

Just ask any Covidian...and watch their uncomfortable cognitive
dissonance contortions and LUDRICOUS traffic lights analogies.

The vaxx is a political cultist strategy tool....

TheSickManOfEurope
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I had no plan to get vaccinated when Trump was in office.  To my
mind, the speed of the release was suspect from the start.  The
liability waiver was another.  Not knowing a single person who had
died from the scamdemic at the time was still another.  Rationality is
not dictated by some political party.

OlderOldPhart
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Me neither!

That is the difference between us and the Covidian cult.

They changed their position (anti-vaxx to pro-vaxx) once Trump
left office...while we looked at the data then and made a rational
decision...(if anything our position has strengthened because of
newly available data).

TheSickManOfEurope

I had no plan to get vaccinated when Trump was in
office.
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Totally agree with you both. Said the same exact thing. I was
ok with the concept for those most at risk (elderly) but I sure as
hell wasn’t going to inject some untested bio-sh*t into me for
the sake of some misguided trust in big pharma and the
illusion of “science”. Blows my mind the cognitive dissonance
these idiots are displaying. 

HolyGrail20
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Same for me, and his position on them, hyperbolically stated like
everything else he praises, was alarming given he already knew
of the ongoing cover up of vax adverse events in children. This
was a clear signal to supporters that even as resident disruptor
he had to play ball with the shadow controllers. Those seeing him
as a savior just couldn't see it. Blinded by faith, I guess.

kathaleend
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How was he wrong about linguistics? He basically shows the system
of filling our minds with enough propaganda so that we cannot process
anything else and are pretty much forced into believing it unless we
have the sense to cut off the information flow and think for ourselves.

We are literally living through what he showed us / warned us about,
which makes "his politics" even more perplexing. Now, it is like I
cannot decide whether to shake his hand for freeing me, or punching
him in the face for what he is now saying.

P.S. I would never punch a 92 year old. A 91 year old...maybe. But not
a 92 year old.

dlfield
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LOL   I was waiting for a ZH article about this guy and what he said.. Any
day now..  What a totalitarian leftist sack of shit Chomsky is !

JZ123
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All leftists are totalitarian. 

TheABaum (FJB)
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Most ZH posters are idiots. Here are leftists criticizing Chomsky
much earlier and much more effectively than idiot Brandon Smith.

https://youtu.be/IpEch0McjZ0

ohm

All leftists are totalitarian. 
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I know you are but what am I?  Maybe I do miss BFB.

brunski60
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"Most ZH posters are idiots."

Thanks for your admission and confirmation.

TheABaum (FJB)
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I have noticed that Liberal icons are some really nasty people. They
only love hypothetical people in their heads, the real life kind annoy
them.

spiff
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Them Jews sure do love their Marxism.

consider me gone
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You mean they love it for everyone but themselves...

Chunky_Beaver
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My mistake. 

consider me gone
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Another very evil man. They are coming out of the woodwork now. 

AimeeZH
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Inside every leftist is a mass murderer. He finally let it slip out.

clot shot
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He looks like a bum. The kind you see in a park by a pond yelling at ducks.

rooand333
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I’d bet $100 that Noam Chomsky is a kiddie Diddler like his hero
#EmptyShelvesFvckJoeBiden. 

gregga777
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Filthy liberal democrats are pissed off because their stealth Marxist social
engineering programs have been exposed.

Michael Norton
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Chomsky is an old atheist; he believes in nothing except government.
That government has told him that he will certainly die if even one
person on earth doesn't take the jab. At 92, he almost certainly lives
each day in terror, that it's his last.

A person in such a mental state will do, say and support anything that
he thinks might guarantee him even one more day above ground. He
will abandon any previously held principle, condemn any previously
espoused perspective, if he feels it will keep him from becoming worm
food.

There's no surprise here. Welcome to Marxism: The Final Chapter.

HopefulCynical

I witnessed Chomsky go off the deep end this week and
suggest that people who refuse to comply with vaccine
mandates need to be ostracized from society.
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Isn't that really what this is all about? Some aging hippies paralyzed
with fear? Hysterical Karens who haven't collected enough cats or
Hummel figurines? Geezers afraid they're prematurely heading to
the 19th hole? But what you say is absolutely true. 

First There Is A Mountain

he almost certainly lives each day in terror, that it's his
last.
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I don't know an eloquent way to express this.  Maybe because
I'm one of the last "Boomers" and not the first.  Life is an
amazing thing, no matter how common-place it may seem in the
moment.  There are certainly experiences and moments of clarity
I'm saddened will be left behind when I exit this mortal coil. Still,
death is every bit a part of being human as birth and life.  To fear
it diminishes the overall experience and it is, after all, too short to
waste one's time in that manner.

brunski60
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Fear of death structures\colours almost every element of
society. That knowledge that everything is temporary. Fear,
thats what I always considered the overriding driver of nearly
all human decision. Fear of this, fear of that. Where did all that
fear come from? Your years are limited, you have to make it
counts and succeed before you die. If you were immortal,
nothing would matter all that much other than enjoying the
time of the moment, 'now' is all you can never have again, all
the other dreams will come to pass with unlimited time. 

Noam, well, he has already lived. All he has left is fear of dying
and of having never accomplished his goals. 

Ulfheim
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So well put. 

pfmonte1
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My favorite location for a slice of life is Mahogany Ridge at the
19th hole where it is always five o’clock. Geezers and Youts all
get along fine there....

 

 

MrSteve
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There was a time when Chomsky was known for believing in no
government whatsoever: Chomsky professed himself to be an
anarcho-syndicalist. (Anarcho-syndicalism is also known, perhaps
somewhat misleadingly in the 21st Century, as libertarian socialism.)
This is a form of anarchism that was popular in the US a century
ago, with the "Wobblies" (members of the IWW Union) being among
its most vocal supporters at that time.

With advancing age, however, Chomsky has been taking positions
that are antithetical to anarchism. I was appalled when Chomsky
advocated voting for  Gravy Brains Joe for POTUS (as the "lesser of
two evils").  And (according to the article) now he suggests that
people who refuse to comply with the government's unconstitutional
vaccine mandates need to be ostracized from society. 

Please just shoot me if I live to be 90 and then start repudiating the
principles that I once advocated for fervently.      

synthetically derived

Chomsky ... believes in nothing except government.
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Anarcho-Syndicalists were first brought to my attention in Monty
Python and the Holy Grail. Dirt farmers don't take too well to
being told what to do by kings that are annointed by watery tarts
lobbing swords.

FringeDweller
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A lesson lost on the EU?

duckandcover
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  Dementia, one hell of an illness.

mkhs
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per wikipedia

Born to Jewish immigrants in Philadelphia, Chomsky developed an early
interest in anarchism from alternative bookstores in New York City

Typical marxist

bluskyes
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I just re-watched Manufacturing Consent, the documentary based on
Chompsky's work.  He is unrecognizable and a different man from his young
self who, while being overrated, had integrity, courage, and interesting
things to say.  

I hate seeing people become everything they fight against.  It makes me
think we all do, and it is unavoidable.  Living long enough to become the
villian, ect.

JoePesci
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Give him a break he's fucking old. I'd be shit scared of the flu and want
all the unvaccinated hidden if was 92.

Maghreb2
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Hope you don't end up in my foxhole. 

First There Is A Mountain
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Being 92 only excuses Chomsky’s senility not him acting like a Nazi.
That goes for you too BTW.

ohm

Give him a break he's fucking old. I'd be shit scared of the
flu and want all the unvaccinated hidden if was 92
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A thinly veiled plagiarism of Bernay's (another destructive POS) The
Engineering of Consent. 

TheABaum (FJB)
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Only if you go holding onto the assertion that you are the one that is
right. People who let that all go can become adorable kindly old
people. He is not one.

spiff
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Looked up "ect." electroconvulsive therapy is all I found.  But I see
"ect" a lot.  First I thought it was just folks mixing up "etc" but I'm
wondering if it's some kind of code. 

PN7
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The left is an inverse form of theocracy.

I've yet to run into a cult that doesn't believe in their own absolute power
and authority over the individual.

sixsigma cygnusatratus
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It’s a female trait. Self-importance. Women and children first, for
obvious reasons. Women compete with other women by being selfish.
It’s human, love it or complain to your God. Men compete by bashing
their heads together. Neither can do the other. Men’s self importance
issue revolves around his ballz. Be a role-model.

No work on Sunday
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Yes. The left are typically women and men who act like women.

Men who act like men don't want anything to do with the left, unless
they believe they can use the masses of NPCs as an army to gain
power.

krda
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Fargin Bastages

Women compete with other women by being selfish =
Bitchy
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now I've seen everything.  What a dirty old sod.   I think I'd rather listen to
the philosophy of the slurring old wino who lives in the park.  At least you'd
hear more common sense 

TimeTraveller
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Yeah, and at least the wino isn't cowering in fear over Covid.

How much more pathetic and narcissistic can you get, when you've
already lived 92 years and you're willing to sacrifice the younger
generations, because you think you're entitled to more time on this
earth.

GoodyGumdrops
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Vampires are real, apparently.

strych10
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Noam CHIMPsky lost all credibility with me when he refused to even
consider the possibility that 9/11 had a little "help" from insiders, tarring
everyone who thought it worthy of investigation as a 'conspiracy theorist'
and claiming that they distracted attention from the real everyday abuses of
power going on within the government.

What could possibly be a greater abuse of power than allowing, enabling, or
possibly even engineering the event that caused the greatest loss of our civil
liberties since the Alien & Sedition Acts of 1798?

Up until now, that is...

zamizdat
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Yeah but they were his insiders, what did you expect the poor old fart
to do, tell the truth?

messystateofaffairs
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Noamsky was probably doing a little dancing himself.

J Jason Djfmam
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Let's go Brandon! 

IslayAddict

"I will not comply with your illegitimate mandates. IT-WILL-NEVER-
HAPPEN. And if you think you can use leverage to force me to
comply, threatening me with poverty and death through economic
discrimination, then I will view your actions for what they are – An
attack on my freedoms and my life. I will therefore respond in kind
and eliminate the threat by any means necessary, and, I will be
justified in doing so, constitutionally, rationally, scientifically and
morally." - Brandon Smith
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You mean, Fvck Joe Biden.

ElTerco
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Chomsky had his day... in the last century.

He got 911 wrong, then it was all downhill.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN
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He should have taken a cue from Seinfeld and quit while he was
ahead.

IslayAddict
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It’s not like Chomsky is touring giving talks anymore. He is obviously
senile now and if there are any people left who care about him, they
need to get Chomsky to stop granting interviews.

ohm
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Filthy liberal democrats are pissed off because their stealth Marxist social
engineering programs have been exposed.

Beware of this happening in public meetings.

HOW COLLECTIVISTS USE THE DIAMOND TACTIC TO SWAY PUBLIC
MEETINGS AND HOW TO THWART THEM

In the 1960s, I came across a small training manual distributed by the
Communist Party that showed how a small group of people – as few as four
– could dominate a much larger group and sway the outcome of any action
taken by that group. It was called the Diamond Technique. The principle is
based on the fact that people in groups tend to be effected by mass
psychology. They derive comfort and security from being aligned with the
majority, especially if controversy or conflict is involved. Even if they do not
like what the majority is doing, if they believe they are in the minority, they
tend to remain silent and resigned to the fact that the majority should rule.
This being the case, the Diamond Techniques is designed to convince the
group that as few as four people represent the majority. Here is the strategy:
https://freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2657811/posts

Michael Norton
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Commies have only their lies and tricks.

liberty2day
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The most formidable tool in the Communists’ arsenal is always
mass murder. 

gregga777
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Red Terror. People don't realise the Sadism of the Cheka.

https://yandex.com/video/touch/search/?
text=The%20Chekist&filmId=9186796390124848503

North Dakota Rugbyl
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Anyone that tries to force you or your children to take the vaxx is your mortal
enemy. 

Leroy Whitby
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teaching little boys to wear skirts
forcing them to getting vaxxed
brainwashing them with CRT to hate each other and hate their
white parents
coercing the DOJ to label concerned parents "domestic tearrists"

The Board of Education in America is run by far left fascists. Parents
are waking up as confirmed by the Virginia results.

Son of Loki
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And where were they all this time? They couldn’t be bothered to
vote let alone attend any school board meetings. They have no one
to blame but themselves.

ohm

The Board of Education in America is run by far left fascists.
Parents are waking up as confirmed by the Virginia results
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Chomsky has outlived his usefulness to society by about 92 years. 

SomeAreMoreEqual
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(((Noam Chomsky))) is very old now.  He knows where he's going, but this
world is his heaven.  He doesn't want to go anywhere.  He thinks the wu-flu
could easily do him in, and being scared, would put a gun to all the world's
heads to take the vaccine.  Especially the young, whom he envies.  

JR Wirth
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As I have been saying for about six months.

If your vaccination protects you from me then I don't need a vaccination.

If your vaccination DOES NOT protect you from me then YOU don't need a
vaccination.

It's been a fraud since the beginning.

RepublicanDon
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I don't recall Chomsky calling for gay males to be ostracized from the rest of
us when HIV was killing 100% of AIDS infected including famous names like
Rock Hudson and Liberace. At that time we didn't have treatment and didn't
know how contagious the disease was. Innocent people including children
getting blood infusions were contracting and dying of the gay disease as it
was called. No quarantine of gays.

I don't recall Chomsky denouncing Obama for deliberately flying in African
Ebola patients for treatment in the US. Another 100% fatal disease that
should have been contained in the African hot spot but was deliberately
introduced and put the US and rest of the world at risk. 

Chomsky should have stuck to cataloguing speech in his ivory tower. He
knows nothing about anything else.

SummerSausage
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Chomsky is the perfect example of an academic idiot

GentlemanJim
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Chomsky has always been a cloaked authoritarian.

Indeed, he criticizes the very thing he is.

Just like the rest of the prog left.

Like many so many of us, Smith spends way too much time analyzing
these people, when we should spend that time getting rid of them...

Md4
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Is there any other kind?

ohm

Chomsky is the perfect example of an academic idiot
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If you don't know by now that collectivists are scumbags that need to die
then there is really no hope for you.

HenryDavidThoreau
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The author is right when he says that Chomski is a figure of general worship
among Leftists and Demotards. I have worked with leftist teachers who
quoted Chomsky as if he was one of the Apostles. Chomsky says this - end
of discussion. I always wondered why Leftards who carp and sneer at
presidents, ministers, and professors would bow down before the altar of
this old fraud. Now I know. 

ukipboy
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(((tribe))) gonna (((tribe)))

TacoNasty
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I know we love to hate him here, and I do believe he was allowed to exist for
reasons, whether he had some diabolical intent or not, but I sensed that he
was seriously threatened,  shortly after 9 11. It's hard to nail down because
this occured in really the pre internet era, but he went sort of radio silent for
a while, and then  returned a la GWB as a fingerpainting mental patient. He
stopped regular publications. For years his lack of commentary was
discussed in alt media circles.. and to date any content he's produced is
shriekingly vacuous. Almost purposefully so.

He's basically Chelsea Manning, an inverted and destroyed automaton.
Watching him is like watching some debauched old bum because that's
what he is. But he made the choice. I'm not sure many would make a
different one. 

 

L Bean
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Think he got spooked after Pat Tilman got shot in the back of the
head. Seems odd that captain America of all people would get killed in
a friendly fire incident right after he wanted get in touch with Chomsky.
Always seemed a little suspcious to me.

Maghreb2
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Good point, otoh I think he's always known 'the threat'. He was at a
time in his life where his children were thriving and successful, he
and his wife were enjoying their golden years and I can imagine the
blue pill is an attractive option for an old geezer in that position.
Especially, knowing the CIA like he does. 

L Bean
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Another fringe lunatic in Murica.

JayPowell
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Chomsky is NWO gatekeeper number 1.  Also ridiculed 911 truthers the
same way.

surfing another appocalypse
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" Do you really think your desire to force the mandates and your political
ideology on me is greater than my will to stop you and remain free? Are you
ready to risk death to impose the vax mandates? Because I am ready to risk
death to end them"

That pretty much sums it up. It will not stop before we are prepared to kill
them. 

AA1
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They will keep doing it because they are allowed to.

HAugust
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These aren't 'vaccines' they're  bioweapons and they've proven to be very
effective for their intended design, genocide. Chomsky needs to justify his
existence and since he sounds like a statist and doesn't know what the hell
he's talking about regarding this genocide via injection he just needs to
STFU already. 

Chomsky has long claimed himself to be a “libertarian socialist.”

This gives new meaning to the term oxymoron. 

snatchpounder
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Well said sir!  I agree in every word.  "libertarian socialist' indeed.  How
stupid can you be?  I wish i knew a word more appropriate than
oxymoron to describe the contradiction!  That old fool obviously can
no longer make up his mind what he is or what he believes.  He wants
the control mechanisms of socialism with the freedom that is the basis
of libertarian beliefs at the same time.  Meaning - he wants freedom for
himself and an elite core, with socialistic control of the plebes and
everyone else.

Blithering idiot.  Why does anyone listen to or care what he says about
anything?

LETS GO BRANDON!

 

IKnewThat
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Chomsky is, and has always been, a utopianist. In other words, he
thinks perfectly fair and peaceful societies can exist. He just never
says how that would be possible. In other words, his head is far up
his ass.

Good4Nothin
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Chomsky defended the Khmer Rouge. This fits.

DemandSider
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Pol Pot was a socialist, his first profession was a teacher, he did not
hide it. Half of the country went first to the camps, then to the ground.
He was a terrible man.

Helg Saracen
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The former teacher destroyed almost the entire intelligents. What an
irony.

Helg Saracen
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Not only that but according to the NYT, Col. Baruch Bar‐Lev, a retired
Israeli colonel who headed a military mission in Kampala, helped mass
murderer Ben. Idi Amin, President of Uganda, achieve power in 1971.

Col. Bar-Lev said he supported General Amin against President Milton
Obote because the latter was hostile to Israel and was planning to
expel Israeli forces from his country.

Colonel Bar‐Lev advised the general to station In Kampala a military
force from his own tribe. The force would include paratroopers, armor
and jeeps. Its mobility and firepower would be such that 600 to 800
men could overcome 5,000.

https://www.nytimes.com/1976/07/17/archives/israeli-asserts-he-
helped-amin-achieve-rule-in-71.html

NAV
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Chomsky said that Oswald was the lone assassin because policy didn't
change after JFK's death. Seriously, that's his argument.

He said we don't need to audit the Federal Reserve because they saved us
all in 2008. Seriously, that's what he said.

Chomsky said it "doesn't matter" if 9/11 was an inside job.

Chomsky said "I consider myself a friend of the state of Israel."

Chomsky lived in a Kibbutz.

Chomsky said if he could no longer live in the US, he would live in Israel.

 

Sure, he's done some truth telling (e.g. the attack on Yugoslavia was based
on lies, Vietnam War was based on lies, Iraq War was based on lies, etc),
but he's done an awful lot of lying too.

 

Errbody Loves Me
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He is and always was controlled opposition.

hugin-o-munin
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And in retrospect, quite clearly so.

 

Errbody Loves Me
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How is it 92 yr old Chomsky is still alive?  Is it because he used his personal
wealth derived from capitalism to secure his safe residence with sufficient
personal healthcare?  Would he otherwise, in his economic system, be put
into a nursing home where his immediate fate awaits him via gov mandates?

Makes one want to cuss...a lot.

VideoEng_NC
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That is capitalist healthcare. The rich get all the tests they want and the
poor can't get anything but xrays.

zeropopulationgrowth
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He's a withering fraud of significant proportions.

VideoEng_NC
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Adrenochrome

First There Is A Mountain
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Karl Marx, 2.0.  He produces absolutely nothing, other than theories about a
world that he doesn't know at all.  Hell, he even looks like Karl Marx. 
Somebody needs to put that asshole out of his misery.

Mike Rotsch
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"I will not comply with your illegitimate mandates. IT-WILL-NEVER-HAPPEN.
And if you think you can use leverage to force me to comply, threatening me
with poverty and death through economic discrimination, then I will view
your actions for what they are – An attack on my freedoms and my life. I will
therefore respond in kind and eliminate the threat by any means necessary,
and, I will be justified in doing so, constitutionally, rationally, scientifically
and morally."

 

Yes. 

at ease
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The gene therapy pushers are waging a war of attrition on those who
choose to abstain. That is violence. 

GoldmanSax
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Survival of the fittest is about to decide this question.  If the leftists are
wrong then we will all benefit from their deaths.  It will be a big win win for
everyone that refused the death jab.  If we are wrong, well we will also be
free of them in our deaths.  There is no stopping this now.  One side is going
to win and the other side will lose.  No amount of political BS will change
that.   It has all gone too far to undo what the future is going to bring.  Pick
your side and sit back and watch the show.

kadoka
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Unfortunately, there are many "dears in the headlights" who will suffer
directly, who just wanted to be left alone to pursue their interest who
were "nudged" into compliance by this.  Nudging is a crime against
individual rights under cover of authority.  Since they may be loved
ones, we may suffer indirectly.  What fraction of your extended family is
partially or fully vaxxed (Whatever that is this week!).

Ckierst1
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Well, you have a duty to make informed decisions about your
health....comply at your own risk

Brushy
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And the "authorities" control what constitutes "informed".

Ckierst1
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Cass Sunstein is all about the nudge.

Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness  

RictaviousPorkchop
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“I will not comply with your illegitimate mandates. IT-WILL-NEVER-HAPPEN.
And if you think you can use leverage to force me to comply, threatening me
with poverty and death through economic discrimination, then I will view
your actions for what they are – An attack on my freedoms and my life. I will
therefore respond in kind and eliminate the threat by any means necessary,
and, I will be justified in doing so, constitutionally, rationally, scientifically
and morally.“

They’re already doing this.

When do we get started?

 

Md4
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Hopefully ASAP

Too_Smart
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If Australia doesn’t motivate us...nothing will...

Md4
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Woketards are a major enemy of the American people.

Michael Norton
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Just like every other marxist, communist or bolshevik. The ends justify the
means.

Too bad Chomsky' family didn't stay in Russia. He would have been right at
home in the USSR.

He could have run a Gulag or joined the NKVD.

Globalist Overlord
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Russia is moving to America soon, with trump as dictator.

zeropopulationgrowth
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With each passing day, he looks more and more like Karl Marx.

Herodotus
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Libertarians recognize property rights. 'Liberals' (socialists) do not.

wootendw

Chomsky has long claimed himself to be a “libertarian
socialist.” In the past I have found that a classic misdirection of
covertly authoritarian people is to tack the “libertarian” label onto
whatever they believe in. Con-men like Chomsky figure that most
normies don’t actually know what libertarianism is, but they’ll
assume it means that you “support liberty.
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"Libertarian socialism" is a total oxymoron

It's like saying you're a meat-eating vegetarian

Other total oxymorons:

- Civil war

- Plastic silverware

- central intelligence agency

Omni Consumer Product
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But a centralized authority is required to defend property rights.

IslayAddict
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Bullshit.

wootendw
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Noam is the perfect example of an ivory tower egghead academic.

He's spent his whole life reading and pontificating.

Whatever connection he's had to the real world was cut off decades ago.

Only inexperienced, naive young people, mostly spoiled, sheltered lily white
liberals, revere this dessicated fossil.

WilliamShatner
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PrivetHedge
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6 Reply"

Just because {{Chomsky}} once said some things that were useful, doesn't
mean he isn't saying dangerous nonsense later!

Another lesson: ALWAYS look at the message, not the messenger.

I'll pass on the toxic death jab thanks Chommy, but I will remember that you
want me to die. Now begone, demon.
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Yes, maybe he has said things that made sense. And he has also said
many more things that do not make sense. Some people worship him.
Never worship any human being.

Good4Nothin
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How is it that people like this Chomsky land themselves in a position to be
listened to?  What real life experiences does he and his ilk have that they
deserve even a moment of someone else's time to be heard?  They produce
nothing... never have and never will other than mental and verbal diarrhea
that the willfully ignorant and those wanting to be controlled find some
misplaced value in.  Hollywood actors are a good example.  For some
reason both print and broadcast media think its important/interesting telling
us what those morons think and say.  I could give a fck what they think or
say, and I expect the rest of you dont, either.

Whydah
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When I was real young I read his book about the true history of the US. I
didn't think he was that bad then but then I saw him debating on the internet
eventually. The first thing I noticed is he he was lizard calm. The dude has
psychopathic calmness like Kissinger. I'm sure they have meetings in
private. They all work together. Those two are both psychopaths though. 

Ms No
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Chomsky is living proof that despotism, persecution and collapse are nearly
always instigated by the elites. I deal with this every day in my workplace,
people who assume the credentials following their name make them an
expert at everything.

Chomsky might be a brilliant linguist but he seems to know nothing about
supply chain. The people he wants “isolated” keep the foie gras stocked on
the food island on which he almost certainly lives. That $200 filet of sole
served at his favorite Georgetown restaurant comes courtesy of a hundred
plebeians.

I couldn’t get Jimmy John’s delivered to work last week due to a worker
shortage. That’s just fast food, Mr. Chomsky. Imagine when it’s the
essentials.

I desperately want Chomsky, Pelosi, Soros, et al to live long enough to bear
the consequences of their actions, but this becomes less likely with each
passing day. So now I mainly hope I’m young and healthy enough to fight
when the inevitable collapse occurs. I’m 54, so let’s go here.

Rottemeister
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Chomsky doesn't have to worry about running out of food....he can
simply eat his nose.  That would probably last for a couple of years it is
so big.

RealEstateArbitrage
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The collapse, or the Boogaloo? We may get both.  It's just going to
look like a nationwide arson and murder spree.  It sounds exciting.  But
in reality...once the power goes out, it will be 99% boredom
punctuated by 1% terror for the city people.  At least for the first few
days.  Then people will start murdering each other for a can of tuna. 
Can't wait....

Jethro
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So I’ve been trying to find the following online but it’s secure behind
a pay wall. Marc Maron had Jimmie “JJ” Walker on his WTF podcast
a few years back. Walker got his start performing comedy before
Black Panther rallies.

Somehow the subject of out-of-wedlock births came up. Walker
very matter-of-factly stated, “That’s the army.” Maron pressed
Walker for more details, and Walker said the Panthers instructed
black women to have as many kids as possible, because when the
Revolution occurs: That’s the army.

I wonder if I’m imagining it since I can find no record of it. but I’m
considering the paid version of his podcast just to verify. If that’s
true, it’s completely plausible and somewhat chilling. They only
saving grace is that thus far, the war seems constrained to their own
neighborhoods, but as you say when store shelves are empty they’ll
suddenly discover the ‘burbs.

They’ll also discover how many of us are heavily armed. 

Rottemeister
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This is exactly why I'm not so quick to judge Planned
Parenthood 

Jethro
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Chomsky, Pelosi, Soros, etc. Will all get theirs.

It's called Hell.  It's hot and forever........and will be way worse than
anything imaginable in this life.

bshirley1968

Revelation 20:12-15 (KJV)  "And I saw the dead, small and
great, stand before God; and the books were opened: and
another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the
dead were judged out of those things which were written in the
books, according to their works.
And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and
hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were
judged every man according to their works.
And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the
second death.
And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was
cast into the lake of fire."
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That's fine and all.  But I have to live on earth here and now.  I lack
the faith to beleive that judgment will be enacted after death.  This
place can be both Heaven and Hell.   Socialists and communists
love turning places into Hell.

Jethro
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If there is no judgement in the afterlife, why would you bother
obeying the laws in this life?

If there is no God, to whom we will answer, what does "being
good" get you in this life?

Do you really believe the "good" or being good is rewarded in this
life?  You might want to take a look around......again.

bshirley1968
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My goal is to take two of them for every one of me. I'm old so that's
probably the best I can do. My kids and grandkids have higher
numerical aspirations.

FTLOG1
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why are we allowing old derelicts in their 90s dictate social policies? We
have an 80 year old dementia case in the WH and the Speaker of the House
isn't much better. We make people take driving tests at this age for a
reason.  

de tocqueville's ghost
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Chomsky's tightly-capped raving is that society needs to be 'protected'
from the unvaxxed?

I think we need to be protected from the Chomsky's. 

FrankDrakman
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Chomsky looks as rotten as the lying illegitimate regime he is representing.

Onthebeach6
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Chomsky is a lying piece of shit. 

MIT is also totally ate up with government grants, funding etc. and has
become a purveyor of the worst propaganda swill. 

Mister E
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“libertarian socialist” is apparently a person who likes liberty for themselves
and socialism for everyone else

JasperEllings
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Fits right in with the idiot AOC and her cabal of Democrat Socialists.

coherent scatter
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Good article. 

 "Are you ready to risk death to impose the vax mandates? Because I am
ready to risk death to end them."

Absolutely. 

Unbelievabubble
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These Covid shots are clearly not about protecting anyone from a virus. I
really don't know what else you could possibly say to anyone who doesn't
see that by now.

The Covid-19 "pandemic" is the ruse they're using to roll out their NWO
agenda, and the injections weren't designed to protect anyone from
anything.

GoodyGumdrops
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The real goal is the Vaxx PASSPORT

Lord Raglan
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I think their goals are depopulation and the vaxx passport, which will
be used for their global digital social credit system.

GoodyGumdrops
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Out of touch marxist turned pharma shill. No longer relevant.

Burfum Schnurr
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Life is about learning, keeping an open mind.  Nobody knows anything in
the end.

 

This clod convinced himself otherwise.

liberty2day
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A mind is like a parachute, it must be open to work properly.

zeropopulationgrowth
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Chomsky wants concentration camps.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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He seems to be too old now to understand that the definition of "vaccine"
was changed; that it does not make you immune and that you become a
confident spreader when vaccinated. Pity as he had some excellent work
done on the Shadow of the USA for a long time and is no longer aware that
these sort of criminals he used to deride are also in charge of the Pfizer
Mafia.

Pity, but really old people do get a bit "simple".

Jung
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I don't know much about this person, but he strikes me as a typical
academic who never worked a real job before and now that he is
hanging out with the grim reaper is panic striken about reaching the
end of his shelf life.

RipShitOrBust
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Bullshit. There are millions of non-old people who don't understand
what is going on with these "vaccines."

Everyone will be old some day, if they are lucky, and you won't like it if
everything you say is discounted simply because you are old. 

Forced vaccines and age bigotry are both popular among lefties.

 

Good4Nothin
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In his early days, he did some excellent work exposing the nefarious actions
of the US government, especially in South America. Also, his book
"Manufacturing Consent" was important, and still is. He called himself an
anarchist.

In later life, Chumpsky was unquestioningly mainstream on 9/11, defended
the 2008 bank bailouts (They are just working to keep the economy
functioning, he said), and now he thinks the unvaxxed should be isolated
and oppressed.

He was always powerfully critical and obsessed for decades about the
diabolical actions of certain groups (and with just cause!), whilst giving a
carte blanche to specific others.

From anarchist to antichrist. His personal journey of awakening to his true
nature.

Fuck You Chumpsky.

WolfgangIffans101
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Very well put.

BigJJ
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"In later life, Chumpsky was unquestioningly mainstream on 9/11,
defended the 2008 bank bailouts (They are just working to keep the
economy functioning, he said), and now he thinks the unvaxxed should
be isolated and oppressed."

 

because it benefits his real tribe

cryptoknight11
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Yep. He is as fucking mainstream as anyone now. And has been for
decades. Anyone who thinks he is a symbol of rebellion and dissent is
incurably ignorant.

Good4Nothin
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There is nothing so stupid as the educated man if you get him off the thing
he was educated in.

Will Rogers

HalEPeno
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Thank you for an excellent article. 

It should be shared (which I did on Facebook - probably deleted by the
"truth" brigade) and printed in every newspaper in the world.

 

I am more equal than others
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Trying to analyze Chompsky is like trying to understand Biden. Both men are
senile old fools and I doubt either of them has has any idea what the CDC or
anyone else has to say. Trying to make sense of these two old fools give
them credibility that they don't for one moment deserve. 

deadcat2
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There is so much hatred of old people expressed in these comments.
It's real easy to say someone is a jerk because they are old. But maybe
they're just a jerk.

Good4Nothin
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Notice how these eugenicists always think that they are the smartest people
around and should never be questioned. Curious.

DanDaley
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The only vaccinated people that I feel sorry for are those who didn’t want it
and were forced. Elderly nursing home patients, children, mentally disabled.
Maybe I can empathize with the single parent that had to keep their job too.
The rest of the vaccinated are complete idiots and I’m looking forward to
them dropping out of the gene pool. They are a threat to the future of
mankind. To put it plainly. Shut up and die.

Lucky Guesst
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Author suggests:

Only at the end of a firearm, one that I'm holding.

Right Wing Warrior

I have long felt that this was an area where the political left and
conservatives might intersect in our views and find common ground.
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That turd owes his academic career to CIA funding 
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If the vaccines work, then how are unvaccinated people a threat to
vaccinated people? If the vaccines don’t work, then why take them in
the first place and why mandate them?

That is not the point of the 'mandatory vaxxing' debate. It's about the
unvaxxed getting sick and then they occupy a hospital bed that is "needed
for other patients". The unvaxxed are a danger to get back to 'normal'
sociëty and the 'normal' procedings in sick-care. But that's a delusion.

What is forgotten is the fact that financial incentives have mostly cut funding
for hospital ER beds in half, so there is always a shortage in ER beds when
a typical flu season starts. Has nothing to do with being vaxxed or not!

Thus, shortage in hospital beds has become a handy tool to whip unvaxxed
with...

Newton_deMagier
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Traffic laws pertain to a privilege granted an individual. Our Constitutional
liberties are granted from the rule/standard of God, not man - and this is
why our freedoms are under attack. They're derived from a Judeo-Christian
ethic, and since Leftists are back-biting God-haters, they must eliminate
anything referencing God and His Word.

It's no accident that all Leftists work to purge the God of the Bible (YHWH,
"I AM") from aspects of society they control. It's also no accident that
Marxist/communist regimes the world over are atheist. In their depraved
minds, they're the people's god - to be feared and worshipped.

It's good old-fashioned Babylonianism repackaged for the 21st Century. 

duck_fur
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Right.  Satan has been around since the beginning.

We love movies like Highlander that depict people that live for
hundreds of years, but cannot imagine a supernatural being with the
ability to live for thousands of years without ever aging.

Imagine his ability to understand humanity and what makes it tick. 
After 80 years (oldest living generation dies, "fourth turning"), he can
start the same game all over again and use the latest technology to
improve his games of societal destruction this time around.

bshirley1968
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i saw this guy last week, he was dumpster diving behind the trader joes.

DEMIZEN
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Everyone knows that Wendy's has the best dumpsters

They call me Krix
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The most encouraging piece in this essay is that Chomsky is 92.

dondonsurvelo
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Unfortunately, he is likely to go quietly in the night. Better he was
beaten with a bat; something he advocates.

Muffdiver2269vIII
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The judges were looking for 'javelin'. But after further review-
aluminum bat is still accepted as a 'correct enough' answer.

acer_ventura
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Now there's an obituary I am looking forward to, in line with Ruth Bader
(((Ginsburg))).

Pedro-the-cat2
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Yeah we have seen this before. Their agent Winton Churchill even admitted
it. Apparently people are incapable of simple pattern recognition.

"This movement among the J*ws is not new. From the days of Spartacus-
Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun
(Hungary), Rosa Luxembourg (Germany), and Emma Goldman (United
States), this world-wide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for
the reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of
envious malevolence, and impossible equality, has been steadily growing. It
played, as a modern writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a definitely
recognizable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution. It has been the
mainspring of every subversive movement during the Nineteenth
Century; and now at last this band of extraordinary personalities from the
underworld of the great cities of Europe and America have gripped the
Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become practically the
undisputed masters of that enormous empire...."

http://www.fpp.co.uk/bookchapters/WSC/WSCwrote1920.html
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Someone give this old man a booster.

Captive
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Chumpsky was always a Lenin wannabe, this is old news

Dor358
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"Socialism itself can hope to exist only for brief periods here and there, and
then only through the exercise of the extremist terrorism. For this reason it is
secretly preparing itself for rule through fear and is driving the word “justice”
into the heads of the half-educated masses like a nail so as to rob them of
their reason… and to create in them a good conscience for the evil game
they are to play"

Friedrich Nietzsche, Human All Too Human: A Book For Free Spirits

Son of Loki
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amazing quote, and to realise that nietzsche saw all this coming in
1878, at a time when marx`s international worker`s organisation was
literally still in its birth pangs: the words of a true visionary.

donkey_shot
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He didn't have to see it coming now.  It has happened over and over
again in history. 

someitguy
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I disagree. socialism as a symptom of "do as I say, not as I do",
i.e. of unmitigated, in-your-face hypocrisy is very much an
expression of modern, post-industrial society. the obvious fakery
of modern "socialist" elites would have been unthinkable even
100 years ago, much less in bygone ages that had moralistic
concepts such as "ethics", "etiquette" and so on.

donkey_shot
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he's 92 and simply doesn't get it.  people are living, breathing creatures with
free will.  for socialism to work, people need to be machines.  they are not. 
for socialism to work, governments need to have integrity free from
corruption.  they don't.

for F's sake, if you can't get that at 92, you wont.  i wish he well.

carnival barker
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Socialism is a scam....its purpose as is with most "isms" is to
centralize power and control.  Most of the "isms" eventually result in
the same outcome.  There is only one "ism" that is pursued by those
that seek power....and that is feudalism.  It has always been their goal
and all the other "isms" are just tools of division, distraction, and
delusion in order to mask and hide their true goal of feudalism.

Falcon49
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Nice

Time to throw in my copy of Soylent Green

The Blank Stare
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Money talks....

Creepy Pfizer Ad Tells Kids they are “Superheroes” for Taking Jab, Ignores
Injuries of Others

By Matt Agorist | The Free Thought Project | November 5, 2021

The multi-billion dollar pharma giant with an incredibly tainted past, who has
seen exponential profits during the pandemic as a result of taxpayers being
forced to pay for the jab, has also enjoyed billions in taxpayer dollars to
advertise said jab. The windfall of profits realized from vaccinating adults
quickly turned the company’s sights to children as their customer base
waned. Despite children facing a near zero chance of dying from COVID-19,
the FDA jumped on board and quickly approved Pfizer’s mRNA vaccine for
children ages 5-11.

After spending billions in taxpayer funded advertisements to convince adults
to take the jab, Pfizer launched a new ad this week, which seemingly targets
their new customer base — children. The company held back nothing and
referred to children who got the vaccine as part of the experiment as
“superheroes” with “superpowers.”

“Superheroes come in all sizes 

Watch the creepy video below: ...

Sadly, the kids in the video above are not heroes. None of them are of the
age to consent to take a jab and they were all offered up to the pharma giant
as guinea pigs by their parents.

While this ad is specifically referring to the kids whose parents allowed them
to be guinea pigs as “superheroes,” the underlying tone is meant to appeal
to all children.

“If I take the vaccine, I will be a superhero!” ...

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/creepy-pfizer-ad-tells-
kids-they-are-superheroes-for-taking-jab-ignores-injuries-of-others/

NAV
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The parents offered their children up to big pharma as human
sacrifices.

The Future Is Now
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If you want to understand whose behind ....

the global starvation.. 

the WARS.. 

the death depopulation shot..

AND THE MANDATES

the lying SB Media..  and the repugnant evil politicians WHO WORK FOR
THEM..

YOU ONLY NEED LOOK at THE FAMILIES WHO OWN ALL OF IT..

pretty simple right?  Yea..  maybe not..

 

jafo2me
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Up. People can forgive any lie, but what people cannot forgive is that
someone proved to them that they were deceived. Paradox. Be careful
with those who believe in illusion.

Helg Saracen
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Yes, people like you, actively deceiving others. Best watch yourself.

Dickweed jr
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All of the OPM rackets, voluntary and coercive, are based on 2 things.

1. AUM

2. Socialized costs, privatized profits

But aren't socialism and communism specifically designed to avoid
privatized profits? In theory yes. But in practice you simply have
different transmission mechanisms for privatized profits. With rewards
based primarily on political achievement rather than economic, it's not
that robust incentive wise.

nuerocaster
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“If you can't explain it to a six year old, you don't understand it yourself.”
― Albert Einstein

 

"You have owners...they own you"...

~ George Carlin
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Hopefully a heavy book on the top shelf will fall and collapse Chomsky's
noggin, and spare us more tedious nothingness...

Slapper
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I have - probably we all have - experienced the same over and over again.
People that identify themselves as "liberals", "leftist" or "socialist",
pretending that personal freedom and anti-fascism were their core values,
suddenly turn into authoritarian and intolerant aholes.

I came to the conclusion that it's their inner human self that comes to the
surface. And that inner human self is tribal. Totally tribal, no matter what
political or religious believes you have otherwise.

And they feel their tribe being under attack. Like I feel my tribe being under
attack when my home country is flooded with the prophet's scum. Lots of
things are going wrong for the leftist, internationalist, "science"-believing
tribe right now. And the tribes-members feel it, see it and therefore go into
defense and fight mode.

Which is always, for everyone and every tribe, authoritarian.

UnschooledAustrianEconomist
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PS: Thanks god, the leftist tribe has no clue about how to go berserk
physically. It would be ugly with their anxiousness reaching new peaks
every day.

UnschooledAustrianEconomist
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noam_Chomsky

Read it and make your own minds up.  To me he is someone who has never
done a days hard labor in his entire life, is feted as an academic despite his
roots in anarchy and promotes a brand of liberal socialism which is straight
out of 1984.

Personally I cannot wait to read his obituary.

Dornier27
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The US does have a problem with the work shy.

In 1984, for the first time in American history, “unearned” income
exceeded “earned” income.

Sound of the Suburbs
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Are you discussing Chomsky or Barry Sanders?

DontMessWithGumby
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parents were russian jew 

commie thinking

 

 

MarshalJimDuncan
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And Capitalism always ends with Fascism, and Fascism ends with
Socialism.

With Socialism and Capitalism, the Rich get richer by stealing from the poor
and giving it the Rich.

And right now, the rich are really cashing up big for the after life, life after the
Great Reset that is.

They've made more money in the past 2 years than the previous 10 years.
This can only mean the reset is not conspiracy theory.

 

 

Dr Phuckit
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Free markets have to be destroyed for fascism or socialism to have
power....free markets are the enemy of both.

runningman18
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This guy needs to do everyone a favour and just drop dead already. It's
shameful to see him being exploited as a senile old man in the same way
Brandon is.

AdenJamesSwift
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Chumsky has been mumbling about the virtues of totalitarianism his whole
life.  It's just that no one was really listening.

People that listen to him WANT to live under a dictator. They're crazy.

NoBigDeal
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All government leads to tyranny. It doesn't matter what "ism" you call it. All
government will serve itself from the first moment the people allow it to.
Once government becomes self serving there is no avoiding tyranny. "isms"
are no guarantee of or protection against a self serving government. They
are a distraction to make people believe the problem is something other
than government. A constitutional federal government could meet once
every other year for a few months and easily perform all of it's
constitutionally authorized duties. There simply isn't enough for a full time
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5 Reply"

constitutionally authorized duties. There simply isn't enough for a full time
government serving the people to do. It's like the 24/7 news cycle. Before
people got all the news they needed in an hour every evening because
that's all the longer it takes. Since the 24/7 news cycle "news" has become
the Jerry Springer show trying to fill time and boost ratings. Idle hands are
the devils workshop and the last thing we needed is the devil setting up
shop in DC. Here we are though. 
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He's going senile so he's losing control of his libertarian punching-up Avatar
and his inner judeo-bolshevik is peeking out.  

sidfalco
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Exactly.  Losing his mind so getting more emotional.  Saw it in my
parents

Lord Raglan
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Fun Fact: 

Hot lead at high velocity trumps mandates........

Too_Smart
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And when is that going to start? You'd think that would have begun
after the stolen election.

I'm thinking that your "fun fact" is never going to happen.... and so
does the alt. left.

Spooge
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Wait till they start jabbin kids....

Too_Smart
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Commie shit stain. I'm sure he's needs to change is diaper every time he
hears Covid.  He's a sophist, same type as politicians, consumed by is ego,
he think he know better then you because he once was able to formulate an
idea.

Trashman007
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.. chomsky is a  "Chomsky has long claimed himself to be a “libertarian
socialist.”

.. that would make him a neoliberalist..  a corporate hardliner.. not someone
concerned with the individual rights of an individual human being..  vaccine
mandates are from corporate hardliners..  MIT is a corporate hardliner, as is
Pfizer.. Soros , Gates, Musk, Fraud xi, Clinton, Benito Mussolini  & others 
are neoliberlist .. the libertarian socialist.. fascism.. progressives from the
democrat party..  they would be considered radicals [ disguised capitalists ]
in socialist countries like Russia..

.. they all have something in common .. greedy for money.. live well, eat well,
dress well, wear good shoes, carry nice handbags, drive nice cars, travel 1st
class, live in nice houses.. & the hell with humanity..  mankind & humanity 
not in their plans..   

mkt repos
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His people didn't like it when it happened to them; but they're ok with it
happening to others.

Goes to show what hypocrisy these people live by. I think that guy from
2000 years ago said as much.

We can talk about White Supremacy and label all whites this way but you
CAN'T call his people J Supremacists or you'll be cancelled.

Noam the fake and phony intellectual. Always was a phony after all.

headless blogger
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Hypocrisy is their stock and trade

Lord Raglan
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So if the unvaccinated are evil then what do you call the guy flooding
America with as many unvaccinated as he can as fast as he can? Besides
sleepy joe of coarse. 

dustnwind
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He is preparing the nation for when America finally defends her border
with a dictatorship govt. There will be sooo many fertile religious
immigrants having 10 babies, there will be no need for immigration.

zeropopulationgrowth
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Ahhhhh.... so its making sense now.  Sniffy Joe and the Pope are
flooding the nation with superstitious baby factories. 

InnerCynic
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200,000 a month is the number

Lord Raglan
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Mustn't mention such inconvenient hypocrisy..... now, about Trump. 

First There Is A Mountain
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Just look at history. The left worships FORCE and DEATH. They always
produce mountains of bodies. Because they cannot tolerate anyone who
does not buy their line of garbage. That's the only way it survives - by killing
everyone who disagrees. It's an infantile philosophy.

Detective Miller
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Chomsky is the biggest fcking moron to walk the earth next to karl marx...he
is the epitome of progressive fascist totalitarian self righteousness.  

Chunky_Beaver
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Marx had wall street financing and was pen pals with abe Lincoln…
this guy was some fringe professor who over achieved… 

dibiase
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He's on local public radio stations everyday for like 30 years straight
spreading this crap ...

Chunky_Beaver
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When was he stirring up revolutions all over europe? 

dibiase
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They started ramming this crap down your throats back in the mid 60's.

"The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the one."

Ringabell?

They've been programming you your whole life.

Gobble D. Goop
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I remember him being rammed down my throat in 1969.  It was as
bitter then as it is now.

Bone-Machine
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The shape of his nose is the proof that communism = Judaism 

 

starman
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What a well spoken stupid azzhole with a rotting mind.

rooand333
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He used to be well spoken. Not any more.

ohm
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Chomsky is 92. He is in the < 1% of the most vulnerable that should be
separated from society to end > 99% of covid cases.  Instead - he says the
healthy 99% that don't put their lives at risk for the unhealthy < 1% should
be separated from society.
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Arguing with the senile, even the young senile,  is a waste of time.  There is
no "there' there to argue with.

Fuck Noam Chomsky.

hongdo
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Fuck age bigotry. Chomsky was an irrational utopianist long before he
got old.

Good4Nothin
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Let’s Go Brandon 

Wodan 1785 USA
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Chumpsky like all commies have to label their enemies as "enemies of the
people". Modern version are deplorables, now vaccine "hesitant" or deniers
as they some time call us. 
 

Cathal
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Chomsky is an agent and has always been a stealth fascist. Now with one
foot in the grave we are seeing his true colors.

LeadPipeDreams
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The dynamics of the situation are this:
Jews who are ill infecting the gentiles is not a problem.
Gentiles who are ill infecting Jews is a continuation of the Holocaust.

So, everyone must be vaccinated so Jews can travel the world without fear
of a Gentile infecting them.

Look at the vaccination rate for Israel for proof.

Why else would the MSM push so hard in this issue which has no basis in
fact.

SillyWabbits
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The Israelis got fooled too...here are 39 stories of Israelis who wish that
they had never taken the shot -for the usual reasons...death, blood
clots, paralysis, neurological problems, etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
app=desktop&v=S4BpEr8gztU&feature=youtu.be

DanDaley
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Using Chomsky as an example of collective tyranny is like using a pen to
write with........an obvious choice.  The man is not a socialist.   He is a
murderous communist.  If he was given the power and position of a Joseph
Stalin, he would have been just as big a murderer.  His ideology runs deep in
his ethnicity.

Traffic laws are a completely ridiculous comparison to the coronahoax
mandate.  Traffic laws demonstrate an obvious "duty owed" to fellow
drivers.  When there is a "breach of duty owed", there is this thing called
"liability" which requires the guilty party to pay restitution or make right the
damage caused by the "breach of a duty owed."  A "duty owed" is a duty
that a rational, reasonable person has to conduct themselves in a
reasonable manner so as not to cause harm to others.

There is no scientific proof that could be factually argued in court that any
person has ever been guilty of "transmitting a disease" to another
person.......in breach of a duty owed.  If that could be established, the
plaintiff lawyers would be suing the shit out of everyone right now.  They are
"suggesting" and "insinuating" that this is possible,  but they cannot offer
any proof.  Therefore, there is no duty owed.  If this were the case, you
could sue people for causing you to miss work when you got the flu.......if it
could be proven they had a duty to you, and there was a breach of that duty.

Then you would have to go back to the person who "gave them the
flu"......the back to the person they got if from......and so on.

There is no breach, because there is no reasonable duty owed.  So the
traffic law comparison is for idiots and proves Chomsky is an overrated,
educated moron......with evil intent.

bshirley1968

"Born to Jewish immigrants in Philadelphia, Chomsky developed an
early interest in anarchism from alternative bookstores in New York
City. He studied at the University of Pennsylvania. During his
postgraduate work in the Harvard Society of Fellows, Chomsky
developed the theory of transformational grammar for which he
earned his doctorate in 1955."
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More proof that most people have no clue that consciousness does infact
survive death. This guy has one foot in the grave and with his last act,,
knowingly strikes out to enslave and kill us. Where does this level of spite
and fanaticism spring from?  

Ms No
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Godlessness...

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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He is doing a good turn for his tribe agenda of indefinite lockdowns
and jabs?

almost
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(((chomsky))).  

every.  single.  time.

i'm in charge
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This old fart is at the end of his communistic rope.  Now he is imploding just
like the rest of the "woke" fools.  He is pathetic!

He spent his life spouting his thoughts with nothing to show for it.  So much
for another socialist moron.  He ran a good scam for years, but now his life
has devolved into this. 

RealEstateArbitrage
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Chomsky is a sack of hooey, always has been.  His comments on the
unvaxxed merely confirms this reality.  Grateful he chose the left so as not to
discredit the freedom loving right.

Berkleyboy
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Yeah, he basically just uncloaked as an agent all quick like, due to his
advanced age. He was a vicious storm trooper for them all along
though, whole life dedicated to propaganda for his team. Relentless ..

Ms No
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Chomsky has been a fraud since the 60's.

Intellectual garbage.

JohnGaltsChild
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Then Chomsky is like most Jews.

RictaviousPorkchop
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I bet he is a pedo too. When somebody can put on the level of act he has
something is very wrong.

Ms No
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To be arrogant and ignorant at the same time is a dangerous combination.

JohnnyCrypto
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Actually, Chomsky was chased out of Boston because his views are too
moderate for the Hardvard anteefah faculty.

Son of Loki
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He's at MIT, unfortunately.

mpyre
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Fascist pig...

bustdriver
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No excuse! Except senility maybe?

Red Corvair
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Did he sound or behave like Biden?

No excuse.

Onthebeach6
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He's just an evil old Leftist.
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"Goes off the deep end" implies he just went off it...

mr1963
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“libertarian socialist.”

This sums up the deceitful nature of the Left. Their need to take two polar
opposite terms, combine them in an effort to deceive the less aware. All in
hopes of attracting new wretches. How much free choice would a
Libertarian have in a socialist society? About as much as a non-vaccinated
person would have in a Blue state. 

zorrosgato
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It always amazes me that those who ostensibly fled socialism, aka
communism, always flee to freedom only to achieve great wealth and social
standing only to repeat the same history of repressing their fellowman by
using the same communist tactics employed by their ancestors.  Then they
flock to the protected halls of the universities of this great nation to
indoctrinate youth with Socialism of the Adolescence, a froth of generous
feeling untempered by the slightest experience of this world. 
 

Chomsky Childhood: 1928–1945 (Wikipedia)

Avram Noam Chomsky was born on December 7, 1928, in the East Oak
Laneneighborhood of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.[20] His parents, Ze'ev
"William" Chomsky and Elsie Simonofsky, were Jewish immigrants.[21]
William had fled the Russian Empire in 1913 to escape conscription and
worked in Baltimore sweatshops and Hebrew elementary schools before
attending university.[22] After moving to Philadelphia, William became
principal of the Congregation Mikveh Israel religious school and joined
the Gratz College faculty. He placed great emphasis on educating people so
that they would be "well integrated, free and independent in their thinking,
concerned about improving and enhancing the world, and eager to
participate in making life more meaningful and worthwhile for all", a mission
that shaped and was subsequently adopted by his son.[23] Elsie was a
teacher and activist born in Belarus. They met at Mikveh Israel, where they
both worked.[21]

Noam (b. 1928) was the Chomskys' first child. His younger brother, David Eli
Chomsky (1934–2021), was born five years later, and worked as a
cardiologist in Philadelphia.[24][25][26] The brothers were close, though
David was more easygoing while Noam could be very competitive.[27]
Chomsky and his brother were raised Jewish, being taught Hebrew and
regularly involved with discussing the political theories of Zionism; the family
was particularly influenced by the Left Zionist writings of Ahad Ha'am.[26]
Chomsky faced antisemitism as a child, particularly from Philadelphia's Irish
and German communities.[28]

Chomsky attended the independent, Deweyite Oak Lane Country Day
School[29] and Philadelphia's Central High School, where he excelled
academically and joined various clubs and societies, but was troubled by
the school's hierarchical and regimented teaching methods.[30] He also
attended Hebrew High School at Gratz College, where his father taught.[31]

Chomsky has described his parents as "normal Roosevelt Democrats"
with center-left politics, but relatives involved in the International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union exposed him to socialism and far-left politics.[32]
He was substantially influenced by his uncle and the Jewish leftists who
frequented his New York City newspaper stand to debate current affairs.[33]
Chomsky himself often visited left-wing and anarchist bookstores when
visiting his uncle in the city, voraciously reading political literature.[34] He
wrote his first article at age 10 on the spread of fascism following the fall of
Barcelona (Feb. 1939) during the Spanish Civil War[35] and, from the age of
12 or 13, identified with anarchist politics.[31] He later described his
discovery of anarchism as "a lucky accident"[36] that made him critical
of Stalinism and other forms of Marxism–Leninism.[37]

NAV
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Spoken like a true bolshevik. 

Sol Invictvs
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Some people just don't know when their time has passed.

Victor999
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All socialists are thieves and tyrants once you distill the altruistic smoke
screen away, and get down to brass tacks.

Sizzurp
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Tyler , we may be separated by a large ocean but I'm on your team. A really
good analysis. 

Normac
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Irony so thick you could cut it with a knife, that the powers that be have
erased the existence of natural immunity from Chomsky's mind.

Patmos

the book ‘Manufacturing Consent’. Though I have never agreed with
Chomsky’s politics I have always appreciated his analysis on the
methods the establishment uses to control mass psychology and
silence popular discourse
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In Jonestown they had 100 percent compliance.  The deacons distributed
the communion kool-aid in paper cups to the entire congregation and at the
appropriate point in the service they all raised the cup and downed it.  Every
man woman and child congregant.  They were trained.  Compliance was
100%.  So, when the time came, sodium cyanide was stirred in with the
kool-aid.  100% religious compliance was the key.  Hundreds and
hundreds.  Simultaneous death.    So now they want 100% compliance. 
They want us trained to take our shots.   Too many similarities our comfort.

RESISTANCE IS NOT FUTILE!

General Fuster Cluck
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Actually, there was not 100% compliance, but they tried to murder
anyone that refused to drink the koolaid...

runningman18
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Libertarian socialist is an oxymoron.

Pureblood NOVAX
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He just proved he is gullible and stupid.  He refuses to deal with it in a most
criminally negligent way.   He needs to learn to shut up and retire from
public  view.

General Fuster Cluck
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It's been an eye-opening experience to find out just how many gullible
and stupid people there really are.

I knew it was bad, but some of the people in my life surprised me. I
could not believe how much the fear changed them.

GoodyGumdrops
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Unfortunately we let them vote and they vote in other gullible and
stupid people lead by a handful of ruthlessly evil psychopaths. 

General Fuster Cluck
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I think TPTB have rigged the s/elections for a long time. I stopped
trusting in that system a long time ago.

GoodyGumdrops
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If it wasn't for the stupid and gullible people, election fraud
would be much harder. Any thinking person knows the 2020
election was clearly stolen, while the masses of NPCs just nod
when the TV tells them it's all a 'conspiracy theory'.

krda
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'When asked how unvaxxed people forced out of the economy could be fed
(how would they survive), he asserted “that is their problem.”'

Thank you, Idi Amin.

ElTerco
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Which is why so many prepped - not to be dependent on those who
think they control you.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Everyone thinks its the other guys problem until that guy punches them
in the mouth and takes their sandwich. 

dustnwind
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Q - What do Chomsky and Trump both have in common?

A - They believe that people should get vaccinated.

Restepro
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Operation Warp Speed.

Remember when the libtards were tweeting that they would never take
"the Trump vaccine?"

 

Errbody Loves Me
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No!

Provide a link or STFU!

Anthraxed
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First of all, are you not able to use a search engine?

Kamala Harris: https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/563771-
guess-who-undermined-public-confidence-in-vaccines

Andrew
Cuomo: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/03/18/w
hat-andrew-cuomo-kamala-harris-said-about-vaccine-
skepticism/

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/analysis-the-left-said-
it-wouldnt-trust-the-trump-vaccine-now-theyre-shaming-the-
unvaccinated/ar-AAMLI1k

Errbody Loves Me
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Lying by omission, glossing over the MANDATE part

Unskippable_Kutscene
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“The welfare of the people in particular has always been the alibi of
tyrants, and it provides the further advantage of giving the servants of
tyranny a good conscience.”

-Albert Camus

JohnGault
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Chomsky is a bitter and hateful leftist muppet, always has been. And,
judging from the picture, has lost sanity. He has not seen daylight in quite a
while, let‘s keep it that way. 

Bateman81
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I read Noam in the nineties and appreciated his ideas then, but I’m in
complete disagreement with him now.

MY_LURKER
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He is very smooth and delivers his specious shit in a soothing tone.

messystateofaffairs
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We all had an argument in user group/studygroup

MY_LURKER
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I can help you with your Big question about if vaccines work... The
"problem" with your seeming logical and black and white question is your
definition of vaccine.  The new definition of vaccine is a drug that provides
"protection" from a virus not immunity. You say well your definition has been
around for centuries and this new definition is 6 months old?  Well, that's
what the "experts" determined. What you don't believe SCIENCE? Well then
YOU must be crazy and illogical not them. This is why throughout history
freedom is always FOUGHT for. Because you can't reason with these
people. They have no absolutes. Once you agree on a path based on left
and right, they will change the direction of left and right for power.

jst4fun
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The real divide between realists and delusionalists.

zeropopulationgrowth
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Chomsky is part of the reason we are in the mess we find ourselves now...

A pox on his house and a curse on him... 

Keyser
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Chomsky is a pseudo-intellectual fraud. He talks endlessly, says nothing of
value.

TheABaum (FJB)
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If you can’t manufacture consent just starve their kids 

Just In Beaver
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.

4Celts
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Report of Problems With Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Trial Being Investigated:
Contract Company

—Epoch Times

AimeeZH
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Chomski is really aging badly. He is only slightly better functioning than
Brandon and they can both go forth and multiply, for all I care.

AA1
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He looks like Peter Ustinov at the end of Logan's Run.

Time for Carousel, Noam.

Philo Beddoe
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If it works and you believe it, go get it, protect yourself.

If it works and you don't believe it, don't get it you take the risk.

If it doesn't work but you believe it, go get it, fool yourself.

If it doesn't work and you know it, don't get it take the risk.

The risk? Average of over 98% recovery including the very elderly.  Better
than seasonal flu.  Over 99% excluding the elderly.

 

Alien 851
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lol @ this rotting corpse.  hope he takes a dirt nap soon

 

why this guy was ever famous is a mystery

cryptoknight11
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He must have a friendly face

RipShitOrBust
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He became famous, in my opinion, because he had some interesting
things to say about the Vietnam war and the cold war. He criticized
both the USA and the USSR. 

And he had become famous as a linguist at MIT, having come along at
the right time to argue against radical extreme behaviorist psychology.
Which anyone with half a brain could have done just as well, but it was
a right time right place deal.

So big shot world famous linguist, well he must know all about politics.
Sigh.

 

Good4Nothin
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The mandates to take the worthless vaccines are pushed by elderly
politicians, many without children or faith in God.  They are terrified of
dying.  They will push anything on the population, at any cost to current or
future people, in a vain attempt to save their own lives.

People of faith take a different course. We worship God and know that we
are ultimately powerless to save our own lives. Our very existence is a gift.
We fear God, not a virus.

My little church in North Idaho has been crowded throughout the pandemic. 
Some of our congregation has watched services on line, but most attend in
person.  COVID (alpha) went through our church, but none died.  It now
seems as if God is winnowing the chaff. 

RathdrumGal
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Archbishop Vigano is a brave man and dares to  speak up against the
Deep Church (listen to the Vigano Tapes: interesting man).

Jung
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Chomsky polluted the minds of generations of youth including my son. He
can go to hell.

_1._1.
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A crippling mind disease. 

Wodan 1785 USA
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senile old (((man))) who is afraid of death and has more than likely already
had a few conversations with the Angel of Death. Angel told him that he's
coming for him soon so the old (((man))) is showing everyone who he is and
who he's always been. 

It will be a day of celebration, singing and dancing when that icon of the
communists finally keels over. I'll have a huge banner on my front lawn
saying "rot in hell Chomsky, hope you get ATMouthed everyday in hell!!"

Afterwards I'll walk around the neighborhood handing out the world famous
leftists_r_traitors iron on patches for your jean jacket. 

leftists_r_traitors
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I wish this geezer would have been locked in one of Cuomo’s public nursing
homes in NYC in March 2020.  We wouldn’t have to hear this crap anymore
from him.

wom5007
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Evidently he also claimed that his daily use of "dry water" was the key to his
longevity.

mtl4

Chomsky has long claimed himself to be a “libertarian
socialist.”
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Chomsky's characterization of himself as a "Libertarian Socialist" has done
its damage. I've been running into people the past few years who I would
characterize as "big government Libertarians". They're amusing but I hadn't
thought much about where this strain was originating.

ReadyForHillary
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So Chomsky has been injected with the death serum?

freedommusic
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I hope so. I'm almost out of airline vomit bags from reading his szhitt.

acer_ventura
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Chomsky used to have some decent points here and there, but all he's good
for anymore is shark chum.

SupernovaRider
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Well he denies 911 was an inside job also, so no surprise.  He is bought and
paid. 

diana_in_spain
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So, will he die with the shot, or from the shot?...the world is dying to know.

DanDaley
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Chomsky has finally fallen from his pedestole of narcisism and delusion of
grandeur!

He is so wrong to state the unvaxxed are a danger to  the rest of the world:

When your vaxxed, you yourself will be safe (as the pharmacists say), but
you can also transmit the virus in/on you to others while out and about!
When you are unvaxxed you get sick as a response and then you're likely to
stay indoors and in bed. Who then is the most dangerous for spreading the
virus???

Newton_deMagier
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"I will not comply with your illegitimate mandates. IT-WILL-NEVER-HAPPEN.
And if you think you can use leverage to force me to comply, threatening me
with poverty and death through economic discrimination, then I will view
your actions for what they are – An attack on my freedoms and my life. I will
therefore respond in kind and eliminate the threat by any means necessary,
and, I will be justified in doing so, constitutionally, rationally, scientifically
and morally."

This is what is has come down to. I hope that millions of us take this stance
and fight back against the evil tyrants. They need to be eliminated.

OldNewB
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BRANDON SMITH gets it.

Live FREE or DIE!!!

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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"...to make people participate in the way HE thinks they should participate.
People must be forced to uphold social standards, and the social standards
are coincidentally defined by the very people that benefit most from
collectivism."

And this is how socialism invariably grows, worships and enriches the
elites.  Bill Gates, George Sorass and Jeff Bezos as Plato's "philosopher
kings".  Even traditional monarchs can be tolerated as philosopher kings (or
useful idiots - Prince Charles?) if they urp up "right thinking" furballs.

Ckierst1
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This guy just orgied all over state power his whole career, and his mafia just
happened to control the state. Does he have a Nobel Peace Prize yet?

Ms No
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It's always the truly Godless that love Statism.

Statism is the enemy of humanity.

Always has been no matter which side it leans to.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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It is their route to their own God, their own power over others.

Ms No
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Looking at the picture of that evil old commie deceiver, it's good to
see his spiritual journey is nearly complete, and he'll soon arrive at
his Godless "utopia".

Sparehead
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Please don't misunderstand this comment to mean I am supporting a
religious dictatorship, but I think monasteries and convents are
examples of collectivism that works. And they are purely voluntary and
God fearing. Rather than godless, I think it is the satanic imitating what
only works for the most religious. Just curious, but would you be
opposed to a dictatorship if Jesus Christ were the dictator?

FTLOG1
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This a55hole is nothing but a Marx wannabe. He even emulates his
appearance. To the meat grinder with you, commie. The glue factory is short
of horses.

Farasien
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It was a statement that showed the true color of the chameleon worthy of
noting. What do you expect from the elitist gate keeper Professor from the
established higher institute like the MIT ? An advise to go((y)) to refuse their
vaccines? The 92 year granny should retire than shatter his statue of
whatever he built in so many independent journalists 

almost

Noam Chomsky suggest that people who refuse to comply with
vaccine mandates need to be ostracized from society.
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I'd suggest those that refuse to comply with the Constitution and the
God-given rights recognized by the nation's founders need to be
ostracized from society. We had a good run, but collapse and break-up
is likely the only fix for today's government(s).
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Chomsky has always been an obey or die guy.

cleveland351
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All authoritarians are the same.  Communists, socialists, soccer
moms.  All want somebody else to enforce their will, and will use
whatever convenient excuse to put their plan into action.  

Jethro
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A piece of garbage.

Liosnagcat
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That is analogous to COVID. Democrats want to move out of the host that
they’ve already sickened and in to healthy hosts. We just have to ensure we
are inoculated against them and their filthy ideas. 

Totin

Millions of people are trying to escape blue states; almost no
one wants to relocate to one. 
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the truth of the matter is that chomsky, due probably to advancing age, is
obviously losing his once-famed intellectual faculties - and fast. as a
consequence, his views on matters such as the covid crisis (which he will
not live to see the end of) are of minor, or no consequence.

 

donkey_shot
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At this age judgement is usually severely impaired. I bet he accuses his
caregivers of stealing food from his fridge 

🤭

PieceOfCake
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“Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity;   and I'm not
sure about the universe.”
― Albert Einstein

jafo2me
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BULLSEYE!
Give that man a cigar.

Anotheroldvet
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:) There are no others like Einstein now, now it's fashionable to be
Epstein. But I would not offer the 'Epsteins' a cigar, they will not
understand you correctly. :)

Helg Saracen
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92.  That's pretty close to "See Yah" territory, even though he's got 12 years
over Pelosi.

Why the frick do we have these stale smelly krunts lording it over us?

spdrdr
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Because they are smart and cunning assholes, and you are suckers
and boobies. For them, US like the former USSR is only a very good
tool for strengthening their Power and increasing their Wealth, but not
yours. That is why I call Marxism and its offshoots the greatest scam.
Did it become easy for you to live after my explanation? :) ~

Helg Saracen
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Helg, I suspect if war and mayhem, break out I will only see you
through a scope. Surely won’t have a synagogue member anywhere
within range of me.

Dickweed jr
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Chomski's a stubborn communist. "Full speed Ahead", while the engines
are disintegrating.

Crime Ideas Always
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I know from first hand knowledge that Chomsky was a regular at Epstein
Dinners in NYC. Chomsky was always a eugenicist. A nazi. He's old now
and can't hide his true self any longer. Epstein's true business was creating
and maintaining a superior race designed by the ruling class and killing the
rest of us.

Epstein is not dead. Was never in jail.

He's likely sitting pretty after plastic surgery somewhere waiting for humans
to die off so he can roll out all of the clones and GMO slavebots.

natashav
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Too funny...someone doesn't like her:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochelle_Walensky

"The Clown!" on her photo...

I saved it in PDF before it gets removed...

G. Wally
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Chomsky could not deal rationally with 9 11 either - so I ignore him.

Brill
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Excellent article which helps bring clarity to a discussion that needs to be
had - and where things need to be said.

It also elucidates the problem of letting bad shit go on for too long.
Procrastination or failing to act is near self manufactured consent. And this
is how the left is even allowed to exist. It's because up to now we let it. 
Some people even embrace it. 

That has to end and soon. Because there will come a time when our
disapproval will have to be exercised not on our terms but theirs. 

Tyranny seems to always arise when we've collectively decided that
freedom isnt important relative to most other things. 

So we better prioritize things. Or we're going to be fighting this out on very
unfamiliar turf. 

 

Pareto
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Hey Aqualung!.....

Hotair
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Perhaps desperation in old age can also lead to tyranny.

johnXpublic
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Socialism must necessarily be totalitarian eventually. It's baked into the
system. 

Everyone must do their fair share. Failure must be punished by the state for
fear that noncompliance in even the smallest matters will breed
noncompliance elsewhere. 

The spiral can go "up" or "down" but it always ends in totalitarianism. It can
be no other way. 

strych10
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wow

Brandon Smith, Alt-markets.us

new favorite, well said and much respect

ThePhantom
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Too late. I chose to self-ostracize myself from libtard society.

Chomsky needs to go down for a dirt nap.
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We know who needs to be removed with prejudice.  They open their mouth
and write their own death warrants.  Goodbye Noam. 

General Fuster Cluck
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Any opportunity to force collective "will" on individual freedom is a welcome
opportunity for the woke Jacobins infesting our planet. Efficacy is not the
principle motivation for advocating vaccine mandates. The principle
motivation is to further condition the masses for their next Act.

Resistance is not futile.

The senile 92 year old sack of sh-t headlined in this article should hurry up
and get his brain clotted...The world "will" be a better place.

williambanzai7
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What about the FACT that Covid 19 DOES NOT EXIST!!!

It ONLY exists in computer simulation form. Yes, people have died, NOT
from covid but from the normal yearly flu together with other comorbidities.
The normal flu, which, by some divine intervention, COMPLETELY
DISAPPEARED for the duration of "testing" for Covid.

ZioHeged likes to lie to you, but I won't.

shining one
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In Silico

hugin-o-munin
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LOL.

You mean... COVID only exists in The Matrix?

Nobody12345
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Don't look at any screens and you might survive!!!

Jim in MN
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Glad you find genocide something to laugh about. CNT.

shining one
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Looks like he needs a bath.

Lord Raglan
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I saw Dershowitz and Chomsky debate once.  Can’t remember what it was
about but Dershowitz mopped the floor with him.

Chomsky, like Leftists on TV, debate by only focusing on a few facts and
distorting them out of proportion.  Dershowitz called him out on that.

Lord Raglan
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Dershowitz is a clown. Finkelstein utterly destroyed him on Democracy
Now and proved that Dershowitz does not write his own books.

 

Errbody Loves Me
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Could be.  I only saw Dershowitz debate that one time.  

Lord Raglan
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzqTWpPI5Qw

 

Errbody Loves Me
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If the hysteria were real democrats would be demanding controlled borders.

dustnwind
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The covid vaccines are obsolete.

Michael Norton
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So is the governments that mandate them.

messystateofaffairs
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Calling yourself a libertarian socialist is like calling yourself a illiterate
librarian.

 

Newsflash. The Nazis were socialists.

Keyneswasanidiot
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If Chomsky has taken the kill shot then he is truly one of the classic useful
idiots.

There's no fool like an old fool.

Onthebeach6
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200 years ago James Madison made it very clear that centralisation of
power and tyranny are exactly the same thing. What this means is that all
efforts to centralise power should be looked at as steps on the path to
tyranny. That Chomsky has been around for 92 years and still does not get
this calls his intelligence into question.

luckylongshot
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Supporting unlimited greed (capitalism) makes the centralisation of
power easy.

zeropopulationgrowth
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True but even so pointing out that centralisation of power by the
right is tyrannical does not make centralisation of power by the left
any less tyrannical.

luckylongshot
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There is no right and left, just right and wrong.

zeropopulationgrowth
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He looks like Santa Clause... Except, he won't be bringing you gifts.... He'll
be taking away your freedoms, instead.

JayPowell
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You would think a pseudo-intellect like Chomsky, who (I think?) opposed the
wars in the middle east and the political establishment, and claims to be a
"libertarian socialist" would be against this stuff.. Nope he still a
Nazi/Commie for the holy "vaccine"..

JZ123
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Chomsky is a scared old man. He stupidly believes the fear porn he
had been fed. With regard to his politics, he had been a Judas Goat
leading lefties into the Democrat slaughterhouse for a long time.

ohm
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He also knows he's going to Hell, so he's desperate to cling on to
life here for as long as possible.

krda
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I'm so so disappointed in Chomsky.  I still think Manufacturing Consent
is on target, but this guy now, i can not respect.  He's my enemy.

beavertails
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Nim Chimpsky was his smarter counterpart.

Dweebnitz
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"When asked how unvaxxed people forced out of the economy could be fed
(how would they survive), he asserted “that is their problem.” 

What an idiot.  Maybe he's dreaming of Stalin and the Ukraine where he
murdered millions.  It never occurs to the Socialists that threatened with
survival, people might chose to fight back.

I hope the mandates stay in place and that the Brandon administration
doubles down on them creating a pool of 20 or 30% of the population out of
people stubborn and committed enough to risk it all.  

The barbarians always end up overrunning the "civilized".  Thank you
Brandon for creating a new tribe of barbarians - and not on the borders, but
right within the heart of things.

give-me-a-break
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Vaccine mandates!? Respectable or no, Chomsky has always been a poster
of the intellectual. For someone who was held up as a leader in independent
thought for so many decades to go out on the most propaganda driven
bandwagon and thoughtless trend of the last 50 years is so far beyond
pitiful it becomes purely contemptible.

Generally, a good article Brandon Smith. Thanks! Let's go.

incalescent
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He wasn't really a leader in independent thought, at least not for long.
He quickly became a dogmatic irrational utopianist.

Good4Nothin
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He has been a control freak low grade moron since birth.

BigJJ
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From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communism...

'According to The Oxford Handbook of Karl Marx, "Marx used many terms
to refer to a post-capitalist society—positive humanism, socialism,
Communism, realm of free individuality, free association of producers, etc.
He used these terms completely interchangeably. The notion that 'socialism'
and 'Communism' are distinct historical stages is alien to his work and only
entered the lexicon of Marxism after his death."[41]'

Let's stop playing games with words.

Let's call socialism for what it is, for what it's founder called it:
COMMUNISM.

Another word comes to mind...

...Satanic....

Morcrist
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Socialism and communism are both, simply, the opposite of individual
freedom. They are both defined as ownership of everything by the
"people," and the "people" are defined as the communist or socialist
party. And there is no other party.

Good4Nothin
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FIrst, this is article is an outstanding analysis and exposure of the socialist
mindset. It lucidly explains David Horowitz's apothegm: "Inside every
progressive is a totalitarian screaming to get out."

But I think the article underestimates that totalitarian desire by questioning
how Chomsky and his comrades can go down this path knowing it will likely
lead to violence. I believe that is exactly why they are pursuing it. They
foment insurrection to justify a total police state, which they intend to
control. The surveillance state they have created, the complete capture of
the fourth estate -- making the media their propaganda arm -- the
conversion of government schools into indoctrination centers for sexually
perverse racist marxism, and the construction of the "domestic (white,
Christian, conservative, male) terrorist" narrative are all a set-up for this
coup de grace.

They do not fear crises. They never let a good crisis go to waste, and they
create most of the crises themselves. The goal of this approach is always
getting the masses to crave their control.

oldschool
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Has the article mentioned Chomsky's (((tribal origins)))?

'Nuff said...

AntiZOGMedia
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Another Commie Shalomster, son of Abraham working a huckster
stand.

RictaviousPorkchop
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I am actually gratified that Chomsky' stated position on vax
coercion removed any ambiguity and pretense about his supposed
"libertarian" mindset. There is no intersection and common ground with
these people. Marxists always have approach of starting by offering
somewhat plausible analysis and criticism of existing system only to
offer something much more monstrous in its place - a system of coercion
and tyranny whose imposition would always require bloodshed and strife
and would result in shared misery still spread somewhat unequaly. No
thanks. Garbage in is garbage out.

Dick Stephens
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Yes, because it is always possible to criticize any existing system.
Chomsky goes on for hundreds of pages listing "atrocities" committed
by any powerful nation. Well yeah, that has been going on since our
species learned how to make stone arrowheads. It is not news. It is not
a reason to throw away every existing society and replace it with
totalitarianism. 

Good4Nothin
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No problem, Covid doesn't exist out here in Amish country.

Watt Supremacist
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Chomp$it is a senile old @$$ hole that needs one more jab.

pnchbowlturd
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Well written article. I agree 100%.

Let's go Brandon!

(Pun intended.)

DeaconPews
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It’s not the deaths or the infirmities of age that terrify me. It’s the change in
personality and worldview (almost always for the worst) that seem to
happen with so many old-timers. This is what happens when you live on
past your expiration date.

Maltheus
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Nothing has changed in Chomsky's world view.

Sounds like you are simply a genocidal sociopath looking for a piece of
soil in a random crack in the sidewalk to bloom from.

THX1959 Block 3
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Hating or disrespecting people based on age is JUST AS BAD as
hating them based on race or sex, or anything else they cannot help. 

Why aren't liberal wokies at all concerned about age bigotry????

Good4Nothin
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Chumpski

Melgibsonyellsfreedom
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"Let's go" Chomsky!

rcentros
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Yes, all you need is a UV light up your ass.

roadhazard
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I am with you Brandon....circle the wagons; locked and loaded.

EXPLORATION
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I use to respect Chomsky a lot because he saw through the BS of the power
elite. Now the lesson of his life will be you can’t be politically left and truly
libertarian. His legacy is forever tainted. Sad.

Virgil Krenshaw
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His legacy was tainted before you were born. Dead clocks are right
twice per day... Chomsky is an EVIL, dead clock.

acer_ventura
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The un-vaxed pose Zero threat to the vaxed.

The Vaxed do pose a threat to the un-vaxed.

But, I guess it’s true what they say, common sense isn’t so common these
days ……

Or there’s a different agenda at hand …….

Occams_Razor_Trader_Part_Deux
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The left is rapidly losing their "power" to tell people what to do.  Not only do
they violate all of their fake mandates, but even the left has had enough of
them.  Nobody wears a mask where I am, and people are laughing at Biden
all day long!

RealEstateArbitrage
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Only an idiot takes his minute corner.....bubble......town.....and white
washes the world in his perspective. 

Please describe for us how the world, and the power in it is becoming
less tyrannical?.......how the law and the force behind it is becoming a
friend to freedom?...........how the whole world is not marching in lock
step towards tyrannical, dystopian rule?

For me, the tiny bright spot in the world is......of all places.....Russia. 
They seem to have some sense of reason and balance left.  The entire
Western world has lost its mind and is racing to become the biggest
collectivist sh!t hole the world has ever seen.

bshirley1968
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Chomsky is in solidarity with Joe when it comes to dementia.

xanist
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The bigger the lies, the bigger Pinochio's nose got!

By the way...what is a Noam?

RealEstateArbitrage
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Chomsky has spent a lifetime blathering on about fairness and equality and
liberals suck it all up. These Leftist who are mental illness can not run their
own lives, are busy all the time telling us what to do, what to drive, what to
eat ,what to say and the straw that has finally pulled the mask off what to
inject into are body.The more morons like this speak the more people will
wake up!

numb 1
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Caricature cartoon model from Der Sturmer. 

deep-state-retired
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Bottom line:  He is probably being $PAID to say what he does, making him
nothing better than a paid liar. 

And he probably has not even taken the jab on top of it. 

RealEstateArbitrage
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Nah.  He's a tiny hat that despises personal freedom.

Jethro
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My question to everyone I talked to is “ Do you know personally anyone who
died of covid? “ And the answer is always NO. But everyone seems to know
someone’s relative had covid. 
 

I call this covid thing complete Ox Dung. 
 

 

zeronetwork
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I have a significant circle of pals and nobody in 2 years have died.

End of the Line
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I have a significant circle of pals and in 2 years, two of them have
died: both after taking the "vaccine".

donkey_shot
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Whether you agreed with him or not, Noam used to be able to elegantly
argue his position. Sadly he is now a demented walking death rattle much
like the current president. Neither one should be allowed to speak publicly,
it’s elder abuse.

petaloka
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he has "dirt nap" wrote all over him. Most old men at this stage say
they had a good run and step back.   But the squirrel in Chomsky's
brain is slowing down on the cage wheel... his wires are crossing up
and his logic looks like the chewed up newsprint on the bottom of the
squirrel's cage.  

de tocqueville's ghost
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As capitalism (and the planet in its current form) dies in front of our eyes it’s
fascinating watching the cognitive dissonance of many ZH writers and
contributors developing.

Many decry the utter chaos they see unfolding, but refuse to countenance
any alternative based on equality and fairness despite knowing we have to
move to such an alternative or face totalitarian rule.

However little they have, Americans are brainwashed from birth to believe in
money as a god and their exceptionalism.

The greedy stupid monkey who won’t let go of the food in the jar comes to
mind. It’d be funny if it wasn’t so tragic. 

Iconoclast
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There is no capitalism or free markets anymore...everything is just
varying degrees of socialism, which is why everything is failing.  Also,
life is not fair and never will be....only a psychopath thinks they can
make the world "fair". 

runningman18
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🤦

 

Iconoclast
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I would'n say it's fascinating. I'd rather call it unbelivable. Reason has
left the building long ago. All that's left are screaming monkeys

Chernobilly
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It is my belief that the socialist/progressive is simply avoiding being honest
with themselves by pushing the collective mindset. They're trapped in a
fantasy which requires lying to themselves and its too great a leap to begin
to speak truth or the whole thing falls apart and their self identity is
threatened. Notice those on the left demanding people conform to their
subjective interpretation of what life is while the rest of society simply wants
to be left alone. 

yerfej
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The fattest, socialist welfare queens, BY FAR, are the parasite banks.
Every American should be designated as a bank, and the socialist,
government bailouts would end poverty in a single day.

DemandSider
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Give him a few more jabs.  That should take care of this controlled
operative. 

Bushido
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The author missed the definition of libertarian socialism. Chomsky uses the
word libertarian in the classic definition not this new bastardized version the
US has molded it to be. Chomsky is an anarchist, and that too is in the
classical sense, not the burn the state modern Antifa version. To truly
understand someone such as Chomsky you need to read his books
otherwise you’ll never understand what he is speaking about.  The author
clearly doesn’t understand this and in turn cannot correctly analyze his
comments. 

fixedimage
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There is no such thing as a "libertarian socialist", the two ideals are
mutually exclusive and cannot exist in the same place at the same
time.....also, Chomsky is obviously no anarchist because he openly
supports authoritarian government and the mandates....and, you must
not have read the article because the author says he has read
Chomsky's writings.  Chomsky is not complicated...he's just another
leftist tyrant like all the rest.....

runningman18
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if chomsky is indeed an anarchist, then how can he openly sanction
authoritarian, even life-threatening measures against a specific
segment of the population that, upon objective analysis, is no threat to
him in any way? the answer is, he can`t.

rather, (as a former reader of chomsky) I contend that, at best, these
are the ramblings of a senile, frightened old man.

donkey_shot
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Gnome Chumpsky, reactionary vaccinazi. He and Ed Herman's book,
Manufacturing Consent, was mostly due to Herman.

neocons on meathooks
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NEVER LISTEN TO UGLY PEOPLE

Silver Shield
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Refreshing to read an author who finally describes socialists as conmen.  

Socialism is essentially a bribery and con scheme which vastly increases
handouts to the rich and poor, and legal privileges to the rich and poor
- while they’re trying to attract majority votes - then, once they have the
majority they begin to take Handours and benefits away from the people not
voting for them.

atlasRocked
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The deficiency philosophers have is that everything they observe to draw
conclusions on they have never had real world experience because they
were too lazy and desire socialism so others can pay their bills. I doubt he
ever picked up a shovel in his life.

His traffic light analogy is more fitting that the vaccinated are color blind and
are driving into a catastrophe while the unvaccinated do not want to drive
any where near that intersection.

 

Moron.

ScalpelSharp
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I am of the firm belief Zerohedge sucks the azz of the tribe now. Traitors.

Dickweed jr
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theyare owned by ABC NEWS, which is owned by DISNEY, which is
owned by CCP BEIJING..

tai peid
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They are not owned by ABC news, it is a different ABC....

runningman18
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for your information, there are literally thousands of companies that
go by the name ABC. this is just one of them, and there is no
affiliation with the corporation of the same name, none.

donkey_shot
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This is a guest article. 

Or are you merely speaking in general?

pods
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the goal  ofpolicy setters is(should) not be to save lives, because ALL lives
will end eventually (perhaps not jeff bezos, who master baites about living
forever and transcending innto the amazon web services AWS, but okay)

 

once you realize this, the real metric should be the average lifespan should
be preserved as well as possible, seen over 5-10years..

it is very questionable whether we even will see extra mortality over 3 years
time, even without vaccins masks and lockdowns. 

this because people can only die once, and when they die a year
prematurely, they wont die next year or in 2 years. the vast bulk of the 

covid perished is in the 80y+.

 

an athlete that dies in his 20s equals 25 80y+ dying , when you consider life
years lost.

we should be VERY CAREFUL treating the young because mistakes with
them affects lifespans a LOT. 

it is disturbing how bigpharma{“media”+weasel politicians are withholding
info on what we now already know about

vaccinating children and teenagers.

 

The vaccin longterm side effects are UNKNOWN.

The mass vaccination policies (no isolation after vaccination) side effects are
unknown.

there are no studies on them, there are no, to take dr mengeles words, no
randomized double blind controlled studies on all this.
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Long terms effects are indeed knows. A shortened lifespan for all.

Dickweed jr
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"You have owners...they own you"...

~ George Carlin

Big Pharma and mainstream media are largely owned by two asset
management firms:

BlackRock and Vanguard

Vanguard and BlackRock are the top two owners of Time Warner, Comcast,
Disney and News Corp.. They own all the media..  When you add in the
third-largest global owner, State Street Capital, their combined ownership
encompasses nearly 95% of all the S&P 500.

5 Families own EVERYTHING.. The FED.. the IMF.. the World Bank and ALL
the Corporations..

What Capitalism??  Pure BS taught in Universities to make "YOU THINK"
this is a "Free Market." 

PLEASE//////
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Vanguard is the largest shareholder of BlackRock.

The structure of Vanguard  makes its ownership impossible  to discern
who  the oldest and richest families in the world are linked to Vanguard
funds

These  trillionaires

Morgans..

Rothschilds..

Duponts..

Rockefellers..

Bushes

OWN EVERYTHING.. 

If you want to understand owners of the Central Banks..

the global starvation.. 

the WARS.. 

the death depopulation shot.. 

THE poison shot Mandates ordered by "THEM"

the lying SB Media..  and the repugnant evil politicians..

YOU ONLY NEED LOOK to who owns all of it...

jafo2me
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Capitalism can best be described as an attitude and method of
managing resources featuring competitive open markets that coexists
to varying degrees with older forms of economic organization.

Like force, coercion, fraud, class, tribe, family, cronyism. There has
never been a Capitalist System. But some "systems" have performed
better incorporating capitalist attitudes and methods.

The best description of this mixed economics is Capital
Accumulationist. However going forward capital accumulation crowds
out capitalism leading back to concentrated power, wealth, and
privilege.
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These new Communist Corporate and Elites are Stalin on Steroids, mass
death vaccines and economic collapse.

Crime Ideas Always
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Chomski's an old school Communist/Bolshevik who believes they are
actually trying to help. This new breed of Elite level Communists are Stalin
on Steroids that want malevalent control and mass death and depopulation
starting with the death jabs.

Crime Ideas Always
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Chomsky is a garbage lifeform.

Al Capone
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Not to be too obvious here, but Capitalism was not mentioned ONCE in this
article.   

This article was not about how America, or any Country in the rest of the
world, manages Money or how money is accumulated (Central Actions
being defined as "Our Work") but Brandon touched upon the Core of those
who are in Power:

Those with Government "jobs" ARE NOT QUALIFIED or CAPABLE of
making a Living IN ANY OTHER WAY, other than in the Job of Politics.   The
job of FORCING us, those who supposedly "hire" those who are put in
POWER OVER US (!), are not competent, by definition of simply WANTING
THAT SO CALLED "WORK" -- and thus, we put them in CONTROL OF US
even though we ALL KNOW that they are in effect not competent enough to
operate a simple business....a for-profit enterprise.   The Government is in
effect a GIANT TAX that we agree to, but our agreement is not required.  

In fact, we are NOT in control in any way, shape or form, by making
believe that Voting works.  As anyone with a brain knows BY NOW, it is
NOT WORKING!    Well, it works for those who believe that THEIR
control of US is working for the majority.  

I think that in fact there is something in the water that these liberals
are drinking because it is not a huge leap for US to try to bring back
LIBERTY.    IT IS NOT WORKING OUT.  The liberal mindset seems to not
MIND handing over their Liberty .... they are WILLING to bend.

Government, not being operated as a Profit-Making enterprise, is simply a
"Job" that promotes more and more CONTROL.  They use Laws (which
amplify the TAXATION of us through fines and fees) and the WORK is in
convincing US that taxation (in every way, every form, including Income
taxes, FEES, PERMIT INCOME, and FINES)  is a FAIR AND LOGICAL WAY
to pay for the Corrupting Practice - -  that we otherwise know as a
Government "Job."

Would any one of you who are reading this post WILLINGLY PAY ANY
TAXES to support the regime now trouncing down upon us?

Let's be very clear here:  if we WITHHELD all TAX PAYMENTS, they
would SEIZE all of your hard-earned Assets, kill you if you did not
comply and simply TAKE what you EARNED.  We are in TAX HELL or
TAX PRISON.

Brandon needs to be congratulated for one of the best articles ever
written on the subject of Liberty and FREEDOM OF CHOICE.   It is
falling apart, this "experiment" known as America.  It is nearly GONE
COMPLETELY.    WILL we FIGHT for the right to exist?

I do not think that this ends with peaceful means.  We KNOW that
Elections are now a FARCE.
 

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired
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NO WAR BUT CLASS WAR.  You think the masses are going to fight
for "fair capitalism"?

stevein7
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Life will never be fair...and anyone that ignorantly thinks they can
make it fair is going to be sorely disappointed....

runningman18
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